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New Zealand

South Africa

The Dry July campaign has been
made “dryish” with the realisation
an alcohol-free month may
be unrealistic for Kiwis right
now. The annual campaign,
where Kiwis give up alcohol
for the month of July, has been
reimagined for 2020 in a direct
nod to the increased stress New
Zealanders are going through
with the Covid-19 pandemic.The
Dry July NZ Trust is now asking
participants to give up alcohol
for an amount of time that suits
them and has renamed the
campaign “Dry(ish) July”.

South Africa could have a drinkdrive limit of zero before the
end of 2020, with full criminal
penalties for anyone caught with
any discernible level of alcohol in
their systems.
The National Road Traffic
Amendment Bill was approved
by Cabinet for submission to
Parliament in March this year
and the draft law was released
at the end of May. The bill
does not alter the methods of
testing, penalties, or any other
part of current legislation that
deals with drink-driving, but
replaces the current limits of 0.05
grams per 100 millilitres when
measured via blood sample,
or for professional drivers, 0.02
grams per 100 millilitres with the
new limit of zero.

Australia
In Australia, new figures show
sales of alcohol have fallen
steeply by volume as well as
value. Alcohol producers and
distributors report selling 61%
less alcohol in April by volume
than the same time in 2019.
Figures released by the Beverages
Council suggest demand has
recovered slightly in May but
was still 32% lower in the first
two weeks of the month than a
year ago. Findings of a national
survey by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics found one in seven
people have been drinking more
than usual in the month to early
May, but one in 10 were drinking
less.

Slovenia

In Slovenia, the Association of
chronic
non-communicable
diseases has urged the Health
Ministry,
the
Slovenian
government and the National
Assembly to introduce stricter
measures concerning alcohol
policy and to work towards a joint
effort to tackle heavy alcohol
consumption in the country,
most notably efforts among the
young.
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Thailand
Thailand’s controversial alcohol
control law has prompted
debate as hundreds of individual
and businesses have reportedly
been fined in recent months.
Social media users have been
warned that anyone making
online postings about alcoholic
drinks risks being fined by the
authorities.
A group of restaurateurs, drinks
retailers and craft beer fans
submitted a letter to seek help
from Move Forward party MPs
who are on the public health
house panel. The group claim
over 400 restaurateurs have
received summons because they
informed people on social media
that they had reopened their
businesses after the Covid-19
lockdown and listed their menus.
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Lifestyle behaviour in the Seguimiento Universidad De Navarra (SUN) Cohort
linked to lower risk of diabetes and total mortality
Academics at the University of Navarra in
Pamplona, Spain have recently published two
studies relating to the Seguimiento Universidad
De Navarra (SUN) Cohort.

A second study also lead by Liz Ruiz-Estigarribia
prospectively assessed the association between a
healthy lifestyle score (HLS) and the risk of type 2
diabetes mellitus.

The first study, led by Liz Ruiz-Estigarribia of
the Department of Preventive Medicine and
Public Health at the university’s School of
Medicine, investigated the association between
a multidimensional healthy lifestyle score and allcause mortality risk.

11,005 participants initially free of diabetes
diagnosis in the SUN cohort were followed in the
study. Only one incident case of type 2 diabetes
mellitus was found among those with a baseline
BMI ≤22 kg/m2. The analysis was therefore
restricted to participants with a baseline BMI >22
kg/m2. The researchers evaluated the influence
of lifestyle-related factors based on the same
10-point healthy lifestyle score.

20,094 participants in the SUN cohort were
followed up from 1999 to 2018. A 10-point healthy
lifestyle score previously associated with a lower
risk of major cardiovascular events was applied,
assigning 1 point to each of the behaviours.
The 10 point assessment included some lessstudied lifestyle-related factors: never smoking,
moderate-to-high physical activity, moderateto-high Mediterranean diet adherence, healthy
BMI, moderate alcohol consumption, avoidance
of binge drinking, low TV exposure, taking a short
afternoon nap, spending time with friends, and
working ≥40 hours per week.
During a median follow-up of 10.8 years, 407 deaths
were documented. In the multivariable adjusted
analysis, the highest category of adherence to
the score (7-10 points) showed a 60% lower risk
of all-cause mortality than the lowest category
(0-3 points) (hazard ratio=0.40, 95% CI=0.27, 0.60,
p<0.001 for trend). In analyses of the healthy
lifestyle score as a continuous variable, for each
additional point in the score, a 18% relatively lower
risk of all-cause mortality was observed (adjusted
hazard ratio=0.82, 95% CI=0.76, 0.88).
The study authors conclude that adherence to
a healthy lifestyle score, including some lessstudied lifestyle-related factors, was longitudinally
associated with a substantially lower mortality
rate in a Mediterranean cohort. They argue that
comprehensive health promotion should be a
public health priority.
Source: Liz Ruiz-Estigarribia, Miguel Á. MartínezGonzález, Jesús Díaz-Gutiérrez, Alfredo Gea, Anaïs RicoCampà, Maira Bes-Rastrollo, Lifestyle-Related Factors
and Total Mortality in a Mediterranean Prospective
Cohort, American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
2020. doi.org/10.1016/j.amepre.2020.01.032.
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Incident cases of type 2 diabetes mellitus were
self-reported by participants and confirmed by a
physician. Cox proportional-hazards regression
models were fitted to assess the association
between healthy lifestyle score and the incidence
of type 2 diabetes mellitus. After a median followup of 12 years, 145 incident cases of type 2 diabetes
mellitus were observed. Among participants with
a BMI >22 kg/m2, the highest category of healthy
lifestyle score adherence (7-9 points) showed a
significant 46% relatively decreased hazard of
type 2 diabetes mellitus compared with the lowest
category (0-4 points) (multivariable adjusted HR:
0.54; 95% CI: 0.30-0.99).
The authors conclude that a higher adherence to a
healthy lifestyle score, based on the 10 point score
which includes some factors not typically studied,
may reduce type 2 diabetes mellitus risk. Further,
they suggest that preventive efforts should
preferentially focus on weight control, but this
score may promote a comprehensive approach to
diabetes prevention beyond weight reduction.
Source: Liz Ruiz-Estigarribia, Miguel A. MartínezGonzález, Jesús Díaz-Gutiérrez, Carmen Sayón-Orea,
Francisco J. Basterra-Gortari, Maira Bes-Rastrollo,
Lifestyle behavior and the risk of type 2 diabetes
in the Seguimiento Universidad de Navarra (SUN)
cohort, Nutrition, Metabolism and Cardiovascular
Diseases, 2020, ISSN 0939-4753. doi.org/10.1016/j.
numecd.2020.04.006.
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Wine Consumption and Oral Cavity Cancer:
Friend or Foe, Two Faces of Janus
The health benefits of moderate wine
consumption have been extensively studied
during the last few decades. Some studies
have demonstrated protective associations
between moderate drinking and several diseases
including oral cavity cancer (OCC). However, due
to the various adverse effects related to ethanol
content, the recommendation of moderate
wine consumption has been controversial. The
polyphenolic components of wine contribute
to its beneficial effects with different biological
pathways, including antioxidant, lipid regulating
and anti-inflammatory effects. On the other
hand, in the oral cavity, ethanol is oxidized to
form acetaldehyde, a metabolite with genotoxic
properties. A review, authored by Paula Silva,
Norbert Latruffe and Giovanni de Gaetano
and published in the journal Molecules gives a
critical compilation of both the beneficial and the
detrimental effects of wine consumption on oral
cavity cancer.

In contrast, the chemo-preventive/therapeutic
properties of phenolic compounds against oral
carcinogenesis were mainly studied using in
vitro and in vivo test systems. Wine contains a
number of phenolic compounds such as catechin,
quercetin and resveratrol as well as anthocyanins
that have been the focus of these studies

At the experimental level, some studies were
carried out to explore ethanol’s carcinogenic
mechanisms whereas others analyzed the
phenolic protective mechanisms. In the former
group, the in vivo bio-kinetic studies were mainly
focused on the analysis of salivary acetaldehyde.

The authors state that although all these studies
have yielded important data for understanding
the mechanisms of action of either ethanol or
phenolic compounds on either normal or tumor
keratinocyte cells from the oral cavity, much
remains to be studied. More adequately powered,
randomized, placebo-controlled human studies,
as well as experimental animal models, are
required for a better understanding of the effect(s)
of wine, particularly when consumed regularly in
moderate doses, on oral cells.

Wine contains acetaldehyde in varying levels
dependent on type (concentration is lower in
red wine than white wine), but in addition to
this, one of the key mechanisms in the oral
formation of acetaldehyde is the metabolism of
ethanol by the microbial flora of the oral mucosa.
Acetaldehyde resulting from wine intake damages
oral mucosa, which promotes the stimulation of
cell regeneration. The various alterations in DNA
can result in the development of a pre-malignant
or a potentially malignant oral epithelial cell
characterized by the ability to proliferate in a
non-controlled mode. In fact, acetaldehyde leads
to the overexpression of oncogenes and/or the
silencing of tumor suppressor genes.
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Several studies showed that polyphenols activate
the p53 tumor suppressor gene. This could explain
the induction of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis by
polyphenols that was reported in some studies.
Acetaldehyde’s genotoxicity also results in the
formation of DNA adducts, which can also be
reduced by polyphenols, as observed with black
raspberry administration in vivo. On the other
hand, polyphenols are potent antioxidants and,
therefore, they counteract ROS/RNS generation
due to an increase in CYP2E1 activity as promoted
by ethanol consumption. Likely, the phenolic
compounds from wine mitigate the deleterious
effects of ethanol, decreasing the risk of OCC.

In conclusion, this area warrants further
investigation as a new way of thinking, which
is to assess the wine-specific intake risk while
considering the additive/synergistic or contrasting
effects of its different compounds.
Source: Silva P, Latruffe N, Gaetano G. Wine
Consumption and Oral Cavity Cancer: Friend or Foe,
Two Faces of Janus. Molecules. 2020;25(11):E2569.
Published 2020 May 31. open access. doi.org/10.3390/
molecules25112569
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Does the source of funding of epidemiologic studies on alcohol and health
affect their results?
Vos M, van Soest APM, Wingerden T, Janse ML, Dijk
RM, Brouwer RJ, deKoning I, Feskens EJM, Sierksma
A. Exploring the Influence of Alcohol Industry
Funding in Observational Studies on Moderate
Alcohol Consumption and Health. Adv Nutr 2020:
pre-publication.
Authors’ Abstract
Funding of research by industry in general can lead
to sponsorship bias. The aim of the current study
was to conduct an initial exploration of the impact of
sponsorship bias in observational alcohol research by
focusing on a broad spectrum of health outcomes.
The purpose was to determine whether the outcome
depended on funding source. We focused on moderate
alcohol consumption and used meta-analyses that are
the basis of several international alcohol guidelines.
These
meta-analyses
included
observational
studies that investigated the association of alcohol
consumption with 14 diﬀerent health outcomes,
including all-cause mortality, several cardiovascular
diseases and cancers, dementia, and type 2 diabetes.
Subgroup analyses and meta regressions were
conducted to investigate the association between
moderate alcohol consumption and the risk of diﬀerent
health outcomes, comparing ﬁndings of studies funded
by the alcohol industry, ones not funded by the alcohol
industry and studies with an unknown funding source.
A total of 386 observational studies were included.
Twenty-one studies (5.4%) were funded by the alcohol
industry, 309 studies (80.1%) were not funded by the
alcohol industry, and for the remaining 56 studies
(14.5%) the funding source was unknown.
Subgroup analyses and meta regressions did not
show an eﬀect of funding source on the association
between moderate alcohol intake and diﬀerent health
outcomes. In conclusion, only a small proportion of
observational studies in meta-analyses, referred to by
several international alcohol guidelines, are funded
by the alcohol industry. Based on this selection
of observational studies the association between
moderate alcohol consumption and diﬀerent health
outcomes does not seem to be related to funding
source.

Forum Comments
Whether or not the source of funding of a study
automatically leads to bias in its reporting and
interpretation of results is an important topic. In
terms of evaluating the association of alcohol
consumption to health outcomes, some have
argued that funding by the alcohol beverage
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industry has led to biased reporting, as had
previously been shown for the tobacco industry
for effects of tobacco on disease and for the
pharmaceutical industry for a number of drugs.
However, the alcohol beverage industry, partly
due to stringent government limitations set by the
US government, has had little to do with the major
observational epidemiologic studies that have
provided the scientific data upon which guidelines
have been developed.
The present study appears to have done an
excellent job in evaluating for potential bias
affecting the results of seven recent metaanalyses. The outcomes of most of these metaanalyses have been the basis for developing
drinking guidelines by governments and other
organizations, including the US Dietary Guidelines
(USDA), the Dutch nutrition guidelines on alcohol
(Health Council of the Netherlands), Australian
guidelines to reduce health risks from drinking
alcohol (The Health Council of Australia), Nordic
Nutrition Recommendation (Nordic Co-operation),
and those from Sante Publique France.
Meta-analyses included in the present study
were published between 2006 and 2017 (with
original studies published from 1961 to 2016).
These meta-analyses were from 386 observational
studies relating alcohol intake to a number of
health outcomes.
Comparisons were made
between those studies funded, to some extent, by
the alcohol beverage industry or by non-industry
sources. The authors conclude that (1) only a very
small percentage (5.4%) of observational studies
of alcohol and health have been done with at least
some support from the alcohol-beverage industry;
and (2) the extensive analyses described in the
present paper show no evidence of bias in results
according to the funding source.
Comments from individual Forum members:
Reviewer Ellison stated: “I consider this to be an
extremely well-done paper, with most analyses
described in great detail. In fact, the large number
of tables in the more than 90-page supplementary
material present the raw data for essentially all of
the sub-group analyses. The strengths include
the use of results from meta-analyses that have
been used as references for several international
guidelines for alcohol consumption. The results
www.drinkingandyou.com
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of this study are very consistent: they show no
evidence of bias in results, or the interpretation
of results, based on the source of funding. In fact,
looking at the data presented in the paper, the
risk ratios for most outcomes are the same for
studies with the two different sources of funding
(alcohol-industry vs not-alcohol-industry); and
where there are differences, usually the beneficial
effects are more pronounced in the non-industry
studies. Personally, I do not see much of a chance
for biased interpretation.”
Does the fact that the study was funded by the
Dutch Beer Institute affect the results? While
funded by the Dutch Beer Institute, the two senior
authors (Feskens and Sierksma) are recognised
as legitimate scientists and have published
considerably with leaders in the field. Professor
Feskens is chair of Human Nutrition and Health at
Wageningen University and has recently been the
coordinator of FOODBALL, the Food Biomarkers
Alliance, the biggest EU project in the field of food
biomarkers, funded by the EU Joint Programming
Initiative A Healthy Diet for a Healthy Life (http://
foodmetabolome.org/foodball). Forum member
Mattivi stated: “I consider it relevant to specify that
Professor Feskens is a highly respected, leading
scientist, and this EU project completed in 2019
under her coordination was to my knowledge
the most successful project in the field, in terms
of number and quality of the scientific products.”
Also, and more importantly, the authors have gone
out of their way to provide a huge supplement
that presents the results of essentially all of their
analyses that led to their conclusions.
Commenting on the present paper, Forum
member Finkel stated: “This is a topic that deserves
complete airing. In the handling of data, it is not the
funder that determines whether bias influences a
paper, although I am not so naive as to believe that
authors are not cognizant of their funding source.
Unfortunately, what is supposed to be objective
scientific literature is often polemic driven by bias.
The bias may come from the personal, political,
religious, or even the perverted scientific views of
the authors, by peer pressure, by hope for some
sort of personal gain. Sad to say, editors of wellknown journals have been too often complicit,
sometimes by abandoning their duties, sometimes
even by active participation in the bias.
“The possibility of bias originating at a funding
source is obvious, and has frequently been the
www.alcoholinmoderation.com
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charge on which opponents of a study’s results
have based their attacks, whether or not evidence
for such bias exists. This state is especially prevalent
in the responses to publication of alcohol research,
which seems to evoke too much emotion and not
enough cool analysis. I hope that my colleagues
who are expert in the technicalities and nuances
of epidemiology will train their sights on this
study’s methods, in which I perceive no fatal flaws.
Likewise, I find no sign of bias in the methods or
reasoning evinced in this paper. A connection of
some of its authors and its funding source do not
invalidate the study and conclusions it reports,
which, ironically, are the focus of the paper.”
Professor Kenneth Rothman (who many consider
one of the very top and clearest-thinking
epidemiologists in the world) has published
extensively on potential conflict of interest. He
points out that we must judge the relevance of
scientific papers by their analytic methods and
results, and not automatically exclude those from
scientists who could have a potential conflict
of interest due to source of funding. To quote
Rothman: “While disclosure may label someone
as having a conflict of interest, it does not reveal
whether there actually is a problem with the
work or whether the implicit prediction is a ‘false
positive.’” He called this “the new McCarthyism in
science.”
Forum member Van Velden wrote: “I agree that
the source of funding for alcohol-related research
does not influence the results of the outcome. It is
important for the alcohol industry that positive as
well as negative results on the health implications
of alcohol consumptions must be published.
Further, alcohol cannot be seen in isolation, but as
part of a healthy and responsible lifestyle. Alcohol
abuse can never be justified, and the industry will
never support it.”
Reviewer Goldfinger stated: “This is a very valuable
meta-analysis including a large sample of papers.
I was surprised to see how few papers reviewed
were actually supported by the alcohol beverage
industry. I would have expected far more. Funding
has to come from somewhere, and certainly the
industry has a vested interest in research with
respect to beverage alcohol and health. One
should not denigrate the value of a study on the
basis of funding, and should examine, more so,
the scientific method followed, the integrity of the
design, and the principles of the authors.”
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Member Waterhouse noted: “I think this is a very
important paper because it demonstrates that,
contrary to some other products such as tobacco
or sugar, the alcohol industry has not undertaken
an effort to bias the research landscape. I am
curious to know whether other funding entities
might have been as unbiased in their funding
strategies. It’s a pity the team did not assess other
sources.”
Forum member Skovenborg wrote: “I fear that the
conclusion of the paper will be disregarded and
met with a shrug due to the fact of the association
of some of the authors with the Dutch beer sector.
That will give some people the excuse not to look
at what we consider to be a good and well-done
study and to smear the study right away.
“This is an impressive analysis comparing results
obtained from studies funded or not by the
industry,” stated reviewer Estruch. “The number
of studies funded by the alcohol industry is very
low. The conclusion is that the results in favor
of the protective effects of moderate alcohol
consumption on health are independent of the
type of funding received. These results represent
important information that should be taken into
account to counter many criticisms of the positive
health effects of moderate drinking demonstrated
in many papers.”
Reviewer de Gaetano wrote: “I would add that the
pressure of anti-alcohol lobbies in Europe (and
in Italy too), mainly under the influence of North
European Countries, where drinking in moderation
is not a tradition, is such that the European
Commission does not presently plan to propose
any future research call on alcohol and health.
Thus, studies on alcohol and health supported by
industry may not be a good answer, but public
support for such research is not available. As a
personal note, The Lancet in the last few years has
been promoting a strong and persistent campaign
against any alcohol consumption. When reading
the full articles, in fact, what is referred to as ‘alcohol
harm’ is almost regularly ‘alcohol abuse harm,’ but
the lay press reads only the titles.”
Reviewer MeEvoy stated: “I agree that this is a
very well conducted, important study. The results
demonstrate that there is no bias towards reporting
of favorable associations of moderate alcohol with
health outcomes in the alcohol beverage industryfunded studies that were included in this analysis.
While I believe that the authors were justified in
www.alcoholinmoderation.com
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focusing on observational studies used to influence
alcohol use guidelines, it is important to keep in
mind that this likely resulted in a bias towards
more scientifically rigorous studies, a limitation
the authors acknowledge. We do not know
whether results from a more exhaustive literature
review would differ from those reported here; or
whether the proportion of industry-supported
studies would differ if less rigorous studies were
included. This does not detract, however, from the
key point that all studies need to be evaluated on
their scientific merits, regardless of the source of
funding.”
Forum member Lanzmann noted: “In addition
to the discussion of potential conflict of interest,
I think that the participation of wine producers
might be a good idea to help in the identification
of the type of beverage in studies; often, only
total alcohol consumption is considered. This
makes it impossible to be able to differentiate the
correlations of the different alcoholic beverages
because the data are lacking, not taken in account,
or the size of the population is not large enough,
etc. The effects of very different beverages such
as wine, beer, and spirits, are therefore put into
the same basket, whereas I believe that they have
different effects, sometimes opposite to each
other.”
Overview of topic by Forum member Stockley:
“There have been previous ‘analyses’ of alcohol
industry funding of research and‘conflict of interest’
in public health. In 2009, Babor et al concluded that
‘while industry involvement in research activities
is increasing, it constitutes currently a rather small
direct investment in scientific research, one that
is unlikely to contribute to alcohol science, lead
to scientific breakthroughs or reduce the burden
of alcohol-related illness.’ While the current paper
by Vos et al also shows that industry involvement
in research is still small, approximately 5.4%, the
authors also show that based on their selection
of observational studies the association between
moderate alcohol consumption and different
health outcomes does not seem to be related to
funding source. More importantly, the present
study shows that the alcohol industry has funded
research not only on favourable health outcomes
associated with moderate alcohol consumption
(such as coronary heart disease and type 2
diabetes), but also on health outcomes adversely
associated with alcohol consumption, including
breast and colorectal cancer.
www.drinkingandyou.com
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“The results of this thorough analysis also clearly
demonstrate that the alcohol industry is not ‘big
industry’ like the pharmaceutical industry or the
tobacco industry. With such sponsorships, similar
analyses have often conversely suggested that
sponsorship of drug and device studies by the
manufacturing company leads to more favourable
efficacy results and conclusions that cannot be
explained by the standard ascertainment of ‘risk
of bias’ assessments (Lundh et al. 2017).” This does
not seem to be the case for research on moderate
alcohol consumption.
References from Forum review
Babor TF. Alcohol research and the alcoholic
beverage industry: issues, concerns and conflicts of
interest. Addiction. 2009 Feb;104 Suppl 1:34-47. doi:
10.1111/j.1360-0443.2008.02433.x.
Health Council of the Netherlands. Alcohol –
background document for the Dutch Dietary Guidelines
2015. The Hague: Health Council of the Netherlands;
2015. Publication no. A15/05.
Lundh A, Lexchin J, Mintzes B, Schroll JB, Bero L.
Industry sponsorship and research outcome. Cochrane
Database Syst Rev. 2017 Feb 16;2:MR000033. doi:
10.1002/14651858.MR000033.
Nordic
Co-operation.
Nordic
nutrition
recommendations 2012: Integrating nutrition and
physical activity. 5thed. Copenhagen:Nordic Council of
Ministers; 201.
Rothman KJ. Conflict of interest: the new McCarthyism
in science. JAMA 1993:269:2782-2784.
Santé publique France. Avis d’experts relatif à l’évolution
du discours public en matière de consummation
d’alcool en France. Saint-Maurice: Santé publique
France; 2017.
The Health Council of Australia. Australian guidelines
to reduce health risks from drinking alcohol. National
Health and Medical Research Council (HHMRC);2009.
USDA. Report of the Dietary Guidelines Advisory
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Nutr Rev 2010;53:376–379.

Forum Summary
Funding of research by industry can lead to
sponsorship bias. The aim of the current study was
to evaluate for sponsorship bias in observational
alcohol research by focusing on a spectrum of
health outcomes related to moderate alcohol
consumption. The authors utilized data from seven
recent meta-analyses that included information
from 386 observational studies of the relation of
moderate alcohol consumption to a large number
of health outcomes, including cardiovascular
diseases, cancer, and mortality.
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The authors report that only 5.4% of studies had
some support from the alcohol industry, while
80.1% were funded by governments or other
sources (non-industry-funded).
Further, the
results of moderate drinking on almost all health
outcomes (including cardiovascular diseases
and cancer) were essentially the same whether
the study was funded by the beverage industry
or not. Where there were slight differences, the
results from non-alcohol-industry sources tended
to have more favourable health results from
moderate drinking than did those sponsored by
the industry. The authors end their discussion
stating: “In conclusion, only a small proportion of
observational studies in meta-analyses, referred
to by several international alcohol guidelines, are
funded by the alcohol industry. Based on this
selection of observational studies the association
between moderate alcohol consumption and
diﬀerent health outcomes does not seem to be
related to funding source.”
Forum members considered that the analyses were
very complete, and detailed data were given in the
very exhaustive supplementary material provided
(exceeding 90 pages). (This makes it possible for
a reevaluation of their results by others.) While
Forum members noted that this analysis was
apparently supported by the Dutch Beer Institute,
the extensive data presented provide no evidence
that there was bias in any of the analyses, upon
which most international drinking guidelines have
been based. The Forum concludes that the major
studies that have shown that moderate drinking
can have health benefits, especially for coronary
heart disease and type 2 diabetes, are not based
on bias because of support from the alcohol
beverage industry.
Comments of this critique by the International
Scientific Forum on Alcohol Research have been
provided by the following members:
Giovanni de Gaetano, MD, PhD, Department of
Epidemiology and Prevention, IRCCS Istituto
Neurologico Mediterraneo NEUROMED, Pozzilli, Italy
R. Curtis Ellison, MD, Professor of Medicine, Section of
Preventive Medicine & Epidemiology, Boston University
School of Medicine, Boston, MA, USA
Ramon Estruch, MD, PhD, Hospital Clinic, IDIBAPS,
Associate Professor of Medicine, University of
Barcelona, Spain
Harvey Finkel, MD, Hematology/Oncology, Retired
(Formerly, Clinical Professor of Medicine, Boston
University Medical Center, Boston, MA, USA)
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Tedd Goldfinger, DO, FACC, Desert Cardiology of Tucson
Heart Center, University of Arizona School of Medicine,
Tucson, AZ, USA
Dominique Lanzmann-Petithory, MD, PhD, Nutrition
Geriatrics, Hôpital Emile Roux, APHP Paris, LimeilBrévannes, France
Fulvio Mattivi, MSc, Department of Cellular,
Computational and Integrative Biology – CIBIO and
C3A, University of Trento, Italy
Linda McEvoy, PhD, Department of Radiology,
University of California at San Diego (UCSD), La Jolla,
CA, USA
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Erik Skovenborg, MD, specialized in family medicine,
member of the Scandinavian Medical Alcohol Board,
Aarhus, Denmark
Creina Stockley, PhD, MSc Clinical Pharmacology, MBA;
Adjunct Senior Lecturer at the University of Adelaide,
Australia
Pierre-Louis Teissedre, PhD, Faculty of Oenology–ISVV,
University Victor Segalen Bordeaux 2, Bordeaux, France
David van Velden, MD, Dept. of Pathology, Stellenbosch
University, Stellenbosch, South Africa
Andrew L. Waterhouse, PhD, Department of Viticulture
and Enology, University of California, Davis, USA.

Cognitive aptitudes of young women may be more affected with high
alcohol use than men
Lina Begdache, assistant professor of health
and wellness studies at Binghamton University,
and colleagues examined neurobehaviours and
academic effort among college students with low
alcohol use and compared them with those of
students with high alcohol consumption.
An anonymous survey was used to assess college
students' alcohol use and frequency along with
questions on sleep, academic performance
and attitude toward learning. The research
compared gender responses and found that both
young men and women exhibit some common
behavioural responses to high alcohol use such as
abuse of other substances and risk-taking. These
behaviours are regulated by the limbic system of
the brain. It was also apparent that other cognitive
functions for high alcohol use among young men
and women were different.
Because the form and structure of the brain is
different in males and females, the long-term
impact of excessive drinking may also be different.
In both genders, the researchers reported an
increase in impulsive behaviours, which are under
the control of the limbic system. However, cognitive
functions and decision making are controlled
by the prefrontal cortex), which completes its
maturity by the mid to late 20s. Therefore, seeing
differential behaviours could imply that excessive
alcohol use has differential effects on prefrontal
cortex function/brain maturity, which may have
an impact on mental health as well.
Lina Begdache commented “Cognitive aptitudes
of young women appear to be more affected than
for men with high alcohol use. Young women
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reported generally less interest in academic work
and performance than young men.”
"These findings are also explained by the fact that
women tend to have higher connectivity between
cortices, while men have a large cortical volume
in the areas on the limbic system that support
impulsivity... Thus, the differential behaviours
noted with increasing alcohol levels are potentially
related to the gender-based differences in the
brain”. The research did find that men and women
who don't drink or drink minimally exhibit
responsible behaviours and academic effort,
which are reflective of a normal trajectory of brain
maturity.
The researchers also say that another potential
reason for the difference seen is the differential
metabolism of alcohol. Women metabolise alcohol
at a slower rate, so are more likely to feel the effect
of alcohol. Consequently, their brain is more likely
to accumulate a toxic metabolite, acetaldehyde,
which may be altering brain chemistry further to
add to the differential behaviours identified in this
study.
Academic performance and risky behaviours
among college students may be linked to their
drinking habits, so more education and awareness
should be shared with college students, said
Begdache.
Source: Lina Begdache, Hamed Kianmehr, Nasim
Sabounchi, Anna Marszalek, Ngawang Dolma. Common
and differential associations between levels of alcohol
drinking, gender-specific neurobehaviors and mental
distress in college students, Trends in Neuroscience
and Education, Volume 19, 2020,100129,ISSN 22119493. doi.org/10.1016/j.tine.2020.100129.
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Study explains possible reason why moderate alcohol consumption may
lower lupus risk
Moderate alcohol consumption has been
associated with decreased systemic lupus
erythematosus risk, but the biologic basis for
this association is unknown. A study investigated
whether moderate alcohol consumption was
associated with lower concentrations of systemic
lupus erythematosus-associated chemokines/
cytokines in an ongoing cohort of female nurses
without systemic lupus erythematosus, and
whether the association was modified by the
presence of systemic lupus erythematosus-related
autoantibodies.
Data was drawn from a study population of 1,117
women from the Nurses’ Health Study and Nurses’
Health Study 2 who donated a blood sample.
Their average age was 56 and 46% were African
American. Cumulative average and current intakes
of beer, wine or liquor were assessed. 46% reported
consuming 0-5 g/day of alcohol. Chemokine/
cytokine concentrations (stem cell factor,
B-lymphocyte stimulator, interferon-inducible
protein-10, interferon-alpha, interleukin-10) and
antibodies against dsDNA and extractable nuclear
antigens were obtained from the blood sample.
22% were antinuclear antibody (ANA) positive – a
potential marker of autoimmune disease.
The researchers found that stem cell factor
levels (SCF) were 0.5% lower for every gram
per day increase in cumulative average alcohol
consumption. Women who consumed >5 g/day

had mean stem cell factor levels 7% lower than nondrinkers. Other cytokines were not significantly
associated with alcohol intake. Autoantibody
status did not modify observed associations.
Karen H. Costenbader, MD, MPH, lead author
and Chair of the Lupus Foundation of America’s
Medical-Scientific Advisory Committee notes,
“Interestingly, in these healthy women we found
that cumulative moderate alcohol intake (in the
range of 1/2 drink-1 drink a day, the same range
that is associated with a decrease in lupus risk)
was associated with a decrease in SCF production.
Since SCF has been shown to be elevated in lupus
and even pre-lupus, we are thinking, but don’t
yet know, that reducing SCF production may be
a potential mechanism by which alcohol reduces
lupus risk.”
Alcohol is known to affect the immune system, and
previous studies have also found moderate alcohol
consumption to be associated with decreased
lupus risk. However, this is the first known study
to identify alcohol’s association with SCF as the
possible reason for what could be a cause-andeffect relationship between moderate drinking
and reduced lupus risk.
Source: Hahn J, Leatherwood C, Malspeis S, et al.
Associations between daily alcohol consumption
and
systemic
lupus
erythematosus-related
cytokines and chemokines among US female
nurses without SLE. Lupus. 2020;29(8):976-982. doi.
org/10.1177/0961203320929427.

Midlife alcohol consumption and longitudinal brain atrophy:
The PREVENT-dementia study
In a paper published in the Journal of Neurology,
the authors state that consensus is lacking on
whether light to moderate consumption of alcohol
compared to abstinence is neuroprotective. Their
research investigated the relationship between
self-reported alcohol use and brain volume change
over 2 years in middle-aged subjects.
A sample of 162 subjects from the PREVENTDementia programme, aged 40-59 at baseline,
underwent MRI scans on two separate occasions
(mean interval 734 days; SD 42 days). Longitudinal
rates of brain atrophy and change in hippocampal
volume were measured.
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Controlling for age and sex, there were no
significant associations of either total brain,
ventricular, or hippocampal volume change with
alcohol consumption. Adjusting for lifestyle,
demographic and vascular risk factors did not alter
this.
In conclusion, this study did not find any evidence
of influence of alcohol consumption on changes
in brain volume over a 2-year period in 40-60-yearolds.
Source: Firbank, M.J., O’Brien, J.T., Ritchie, K. et al.
Midlife alcohol consumption and longitudinal brain
atrophy: the PREVENT-Dementia study. J Neurol (2020).
doi.org/10.1007/s00415-020-10000-8.
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Healthy lifestyle and the risk of Alzheimer Dementia
A study investigated the impact of a healthy
lifestyle on the risk of Alzheimer dementia.
Using data from the Chicago Health and Aging
Project (1,845 participants) and the Rush Memory
and Aging Project (920 participants), researchers
defined a healthy lifestyle score on the basis of
nonsmoking, ≥150 min/wk moderate/vigorousintensity physical activity, light to moderate alcohol
consumption, high-quality Mediterranean-DASH
Diet Intervention for Neurodegenerative Delay
diet (upper 40%), and engagement in late-life
cognitive activities (upper 40%), giving an overall
score ranging from 0 to 5. Cox proportional hazard
models were used for each cohort to estimate the
hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence interval (CI)
of the lifestyle score with Alzheimer dementia, and
a random-effect meta-analysis was used to pool
the results.

During a median follow-up of 5.8 years in CHAP
and 6.0 years in MAP, 379 and 229 participants,
respectively, had incident Alzheimer dementia.
The pooled HR (95% CI) of Alzheimer dementia
across 2 cohorts was 0.73 (95% CI 0.66-0.80) per
each additional healthy lifestyle factor. Compared
to participants with 0 to 1 healthy lifestyle factor,
the risk of Alzheimer dementia was 37% lower
(pooled HR 0.63, 95% CI 0.47-0.84) in those with
2 to 3 healthy lifestyle factors and 60% lower
(pooled HR 0.40, 95% CI 0.28-0.56) in those with 4
to 5 healthy lifestyle factors.
A healthy lifestyle as a composite score is
associated with a substantially lower risk of
Alzheimer dementia.
Source: Klodian Dhana, Denis A. Evans, Kumar B.
Rajan, David A. Bennett, Martha C. Morris. Healthy
lifestyle and the risk of Alzheimer dementia: Findings
from 2 longitudinal studies. Neurology Jun 2020,
10.1212/WNL.0000000000009816; doi.org/10.1212/
WNL.0000000000009816.

Are hazardous drinkers more impulsive than light drinkers? A comprehensive
assessment in young adults
Those
with
alcohol
dependence
are
characteristically impulsive, but it is unclear
whether the same is true of hazardous drinkers.
Yet, it is important to understand the mechanisms
involved in such drinking, since it places the
drinker at risk for future harm.
A study assessed whether impulsivity was elevated
in hazardous drinkers, compared to lighter
drinkers. Hazardous drinkers were defined as
women routinely drinking more than 14 units in a
typical week but fewer than 35, and men drinking
more than 14 units but fewer than 50. A sample of
57 light and 49 hazardous drinkers was assessed
on the following impulsivity subdomains: (i) trait
impulsivity (the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale,
Version 11); (ii) temporal impulsivity (the Monetary
Choice Questionnaire); (iii) stopping impulsivity
(the Stop-Signal Task); (iv) waiting impulsivity (the
Continuous Performance Task or CPT); (v) rewardsensitivity (the Behavioural Activation Scales); and
(vi) risk-taking (the Balloon Analogue Risk Task).
Alcohol- and other drug-dependent individuals
were excluded from the study, while sociodemographics (age, gender, and socio-economic
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status), mood, binge drinking, and nicotine intake
were all controlled for.
The results revealed that hazardous drinkers were
more impulsive than light drinkers on the CPT;
there were no other statistically significant group
differences. Consistent with the above, a logistic
regression, with drinking group as the dependent
variable and the impulsivity indices as independent
variables, revealed that only CPT performance
was a significant predictor of drinking status.
Other than gender, none of the control variables
significantly correlated with CPT performance. A
sequential linear regression revealed that drinking
status continued to predict CPT performance, after
first accounting for gender.
The study found that from a battery of impulsivity
measures, only waiting impulsivity (i.e., CPT score)
was elevated in hazardous drinkers, relative to
lighter drinkers. Waiting impulsivity may thus
be important in the maintenance of hazardous
drinking.
Source: Mayhew MJ, Byrne JM, Powell JH, Meynen T. Are
hazardous drinkers more impulsive than light drinkers?
A comprehensive assessment in young adults. Alcohol.
2020;84:9-20. doi.org/10.1016/j.alcohol.2019.09.007.
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A meta-analysis of the effects of beer consumption on cardiovascular health
A moderate alcohol consumption is demonstrated
to exert a protective action in terms of
cardiovascular risk. Although this property
seems not to be beverage-specific, the various
composition of alcoholic compounds could
mediate peculiar effects in vivo.
A study evaluated potential beer-mediated effects
on the cardiovascular health in humans, using a
meta-analytic approach.
The literature search, comprising all English
articles published until November, 30th 2019
in EMBASE, PubMed and Cochrane database
included all controlled clinical trials evaluating
the cardiovascular effects of beer assumption
compared to alcohol-free beer, water, abstinence or
placebo. Both sexes and all beer preparations were
considered eligible. Outcome parameters were
those entering in the cardiovascular risk charts and
those related to endothelial dysfunction. Twentysix trials were included in the analysis.
Total cholesterol was significantly higher in beer
drinkers compared to controls (14 studies, 3.52
mg/dL, 1.71–5.32 mg/dL). Similar increased levels
were observed in high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
cholesterol (18 studies, 3.63 mg/dL, 2.00–5.26

mg/dL) and in apolipoprotein A1 (5 studies, 0.16
mg/dL, 0.11–0.21 mg/dL), while no differences
were detected in low density lipoprotein (LDL)
cholesterol (12 studies, -2.85 mg/dL, -5.96–0.26
mg/dL) and triglycerides (14 studies, 0.40 mg/
dL, -5.00–5.80 mg/dL) levels. Flow mediated
dilation (FMD) resulted significantly higher in
beer-consumers compared to controls (4 studies,
0.65%, 0.07–1.23%), while blood pressure and
other biochemical markers of inflammation did
not differ.
The specific effect of beer on human cardiovascular
health was meta-analysed, highlighting an
improvement of the vascular elasticity, detected
by the increase of FMD (after acute intake), and of
the lipid profile with a significant increase of HDL
and apolipoprotein A1 serum levels. The authors
argue that although the long-term effects of beer
consumption are not still understood, a beneficial
effect of beer on endothelial function should be
supposed.
Source: Spaggiari G, Cignarelli A, Sansone A, Baldi M,
Santi D. To beer or not to beer: A meta-analysis of the
effects of beer consumption on cardiovascular health.
PLoS One. 2020;15(6):e0233619. Published 2020 Jun 3.
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233619.

Association of alcohol intake with incidence and progression of diabetic
retinopathy
A study examined the longitudinal association
of baseline alcohol intake and frequency with
the 6-year incidence and progression of diabetic
retinopathy (DR) in a population-based cohort
of Singaporean Indians. The study results are
published in the journal Ophthamology.
656 individuals with diabetes mellitus, gradable
retinal photographs from baseline (2007-2009) and
follow-up (2013-2015) examinations, information
on alcohol intake and other relevant data from
the Singapore Indian Eye Study were eligible for
inclusion in the study.
At follow-up, 16% of participants developed
diabetic retinopathy, and 30.8% had diabetic
retinopathy progression. 12.7% and 19.1%
participants consumed alcohol in incident DR and
progression categories, respectively.
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In multivariable analyses, those who consumed
alcohol had nearly two-thirds reduced odds of
incident DR (OR (95% CI): 0.36 (0.13 to 0.98))
compared with those who did not. Participants
with infrequent consumption of alcohol also had
a reduction in odds of incident DR (0.17 (0.04 to
0.69)), compared with non-drinkers. No association
was found between alcohol consumption and DR
progression.
In this longitudinal population of Singapore
Indians, baseline alcohol intake, particularly
infrequent consumption, was associated with
lower risk of developing DR, compared with nondrinkers, in line with previous cross-sectional
findings.
Source: Moss SE, Klein R, Klein BE. The association
of alcohol consumption with the incidence and
progression of diabetic retinopathy. Ophthalmology.
doi.org/10.1016/s01611994;101(12):1962-1968.
6420(94)31076-1.
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Effects of low ethanol consumption on nonalcoholic steatohepatitis in mice
Several recent clinical and epidemiological studies
have suggested inhibitory effects of light-tomoderate alcohol consumption on nonalcoholic
fatty
liver
disease
(NAFLD)/nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH); however, these effects have
not been confirmed in experimental studies. The
effects of small amounts of ethanol consumption
on a mouse model of NASH were examined.
Nine-week-old male obese mice (db/db mice)
were divided into the following groups: control,
high-fat, and low-ethanol groups. The control
group was provided ad libitum access to a control
liquid diet, the high-fat group was provided access
to a high-fat liquid diet, and the low-ethanol
group was provided access to the high-fat liquid
diet supplemented with 0.1% (w/w) ethanol. Eight
weeks later, the mice were sacrificed and serum
biochemical, histopathological, and molecular
analyses were performed.
Serum aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels were
significantly lower in the low-ethanol group

than in the high-fat group (p = 0.033 and 0.037,
respectively). Liver histopathological analysis
showed that intralobular and portal inflammation
was significantly milder in the low-ethanol group
than in the high-fat group (p = 0.018 and 0.041,
respectively). However, no significant differences
were observed among the groups in serum insulin
and adiponectin levels, hepatic 4-hydroxynonenal
(oxidative injury marker) levels, and hepatic
cytokine and receptor gene expression levels.
The serum transaminase levels and hepatic
inflammation in nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
model mice improved after administration of
small amounts of ethanol. This study directly
demonstrated inhibitory effects of small amounts
of ethanol on nonalcoholic steatohepatitis in
mice. The mechanisms underlying these inhibitory
effects remain to be elucidated.
Source: Y Takahashi, S Watabe, ATogashi-Kumagai, M
Watanabe, E Dungubat, H Kusano,Y Kobayashi, N Harada,
R Yamaji, K Sugimoto, T Fukusato. Effects of low ethanol
consumption on nonalcoholic steatohepatitis in mice,
Alcohol, 2020,, doi.org/10.1016/j.alcohol.2020.04.004.

Alcohol consumption and risk of hospitalisations and mortality in the
atherosclerosis risk in communities (ARIC) study
Public health recommendations on the benefits
and harms of moderate alcohol intake require
a thorough and unbiased understanding of all
potential effects of various levels and patterns of
alcohol consumption. A research team evaluated
the associations between patterns of current and
past alcohol consumption with hospitalisations
and mortality.
Data came from a prospective cohort of 12,327
adults (56% women, 78% white, mean age 60
years) participating in the Atherosclerosis Risk
in Communities (ARIC) study visit 3 (1993-1995).
Current and past alcohol consumption was based
on self-report. Hospitalisations and mortality were
ascertained through December 31, 2017.
24.8% of the study population reported never
drinking, 48.3% reported currently drinking
without a history of heavy drinking, 4.2% reported
currently drinking with a history of heavy drinking,
19.2% reported being former drinkers without a
history of heavy drinking and 3.4% reported being
former drinkers with a history of heavy drinking.
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Compared to those who reported drinking ≤1-7
drinks/week, never drinkers [incident rate ratio
(IRR): 1.21 (95% confidence interval 1.13, 1.29]
and former drinkers with [IRR: 1.43 (1.26, 1.63)] or
without [IRR: 1.21 (1.13, 1.30)] a history of heavy
drinking had a positive association with all-cause
hospitalisation (P<0.001). Those who reported
drinking ≤1-7 drinks/week had the lowest allcause mortality rate [19.2 per 1,000 person years
(18.4, 20.1)] and former drinkers with a history of
heavy drinking had the highest [43.7 per 1,000
person years (39.0, 49.1)].
The positive associations with hospitalisation and
mortality were stronger among never and former
drinkers compared to those who consume ≤1-7
drinks/week. Former drinkers with a history of
heavy drinking had a stronger positive association
with adverse health outcomes than former drinkers
without a history of heavy drinking, highlighting
the impact of this pattern of alcohol consumption.
Source: Daya, N.R., Rebholz, C.M., Appel, L.J., Selvin, E.
and Lazo, M. (2020), Alcohol Consumption and Risk of
Hospitalizations and Mortality in the Atherosclerosis
Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study. Alcohol Clin Exp Res.
doi.org/10.1111/acer.14393.
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Genome-wide meta-analysis of problematic alcohol use yields insights into
biology and relationships with other traits
A genome-wide analysis of more than 435,000
people has identified 29 genetic variants linked to
problematic drinking, researchers at Yale University
School of Medicine and colleagues report May 25
in the journal Nature Neuroscience.
Although genome-wide association studies have
identified Problematic alcohol use (PAU) risk
genes, the genetic architecture of this trait is not
fully understood.
Researchers conducted a proxy-phenotype metaanalysis of problematic alcohol use, combining
alcohol use disorder and problematic drinking, in
435,563 European ancestry individuals. As a result,
29 independent risk variants for problematic
alcohol use were identified, 19 of which were
previously unknown.
Problematic alcohol use was genetically correlated
with 138 phenotypes, including substance use
and psychiatric traits. Phenome-wide polygenic
risk score analysis in an independent biobank
sample (BioVU, n = 67,589) confirmed the genetic
correlations between problematic alcohol use and
substance use and psychiatric disorders. Genetic
heritability of problematic alcohol use was
enriched in brain and in conserved and regulatory
genomic regions.

Using Mendelian randomisation, the researchers
were able to investigate how one genetically
influenced trait affects another genetically linked
trait. The technique suggested causal effects on
liability to PAU of substance use, psychiatric status,
risk-taking behaviour and cognitive performance.
In summary, this large PAU meta-analysis identified
novel risk loci and revealed genetic relationships
with numerous other traits.
Hang Zhou, associate research scientist in
psychiatry and lead author of the study
commented, “This gives us ways to understand
causal relations between problematic alcohol
use traits such as psychiatric states, risk-taking
behaviour, and cognitive performance.”
Joel Gelernter, the Foundations Fund Professor
of Psychiatry and professor of genetics and of
neuroscience, commented that “With these
results, we are also in a better position to evaluate
individual-level risk for problematic alcohol use,”
Gelernter said.
Source: Zhou, H., Sealock, J.M., Sanchez-Roige, S. et al.
Genome-wide meta-analysis of problematic alcohol
use in 435,563 individuals yields insights into biology
and relationships with other traits. Nat Neurosci (2020).
doi.org/10.1038/s41593-020-0643-5.

Harmful drinking is associated with mental health conditions and risk
behaviours in Australian young people
Factors associated with alcohol use in adolescents
were investigated in new research published
in the Australian and New Zealand Journal of
Public Health, with a focus on analysing the
comorbidities between single-occasion harmfuldrinking episodes with mental health issues and
risk behaviours.
The study used data from the Young Minds
Matter survey, which is designed to inform on the
prevalence of the seven most common mental
health disorders of children and adolescents.
Logistic regression modelling was used to assess
the odds of harmful drinking behaviour in young
people aged 13-17 years in Australia.
The study found a strong association between
single-occasion harmful drinking and mental
health issues, which remained after controlling for
sociodemographic characteristics. Young people
with severe mental health issues within the past
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year were four times more likely to have been
drinking at harmful levels in the past 30 days.
The study authors conclude that alcohol use can
have adverse health effects among children and
adolescents. Research has found a bidirectional
association between alcohol use and mental
health conditions where the presence of one issue
almost doubles the risk of having the other issue.
The researchers say that the comorbidity between
these issues have implications for public health in
that it suggests the need for strategies to integrate
policies addressing mental health and alcohol use
disorders in young people.
Source: Lima, F., Sims, S. and O'Donnell, M. (2020),
Harmful drinking is associated with mental health
conditions and other risk behaviours in Australian
young people. Australian and New Zealand Journal
of Public Health, 44: 201-207. doi.org/10.1111/17536405.12978.
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Influence of daily beer or ethanol consumption on physical fitness in
response to a high-intensity interval training programme.
High-intensity interval training (HIIT) is an
effective approach to improve physical fitness,
but consuming beer, which is a regular practice in
many physically active individuals, may interfere
with these effects. A study investigated the effects
of a 10-week (2 days/week) HIIT programme on
cardiorespiratory fitness, muscle strength and
power parameters, and assessed the possible
influence on them of a moderate consumption of
beer (at least from Monday to Friday) or its alcohol
equivalent.
73 young (24 ± 6 years old) healthy adults were
allocated to five groups. Four groups participated
in the HIIT intervention programme while the
fifth group was a control Non-Training group.
Participants in the training groups chose whether
they preferred receiving alcohol or alcoholfree beverages. Those choosing alcohol were
randomised to either beer or ethanol intake: (i)
T-Beer group (alcohol beer, 5.4%; n = 13) or (ii)
T-Ethanol (sparkling water with vodka, 5.4%;
n = 14). Those choosing alcohol-free intake were
randomised to (iii) T-Water group (sparkling water,
0.0%; n = 16), or (iv) T-0.0Beer group (alcohol-free

beer, 0.0%; n = 15). Men ingested 330 ml of the
beverage at lunch and 330 ml at dinner; women
ingested 330 ml at dinner. Before and after the
intervention, maximal oxygen uptake in absolute
and relative terms (VO2max.), maximal heart rate,
total test duration, hand grip strength and four
types of vertical jumps were measured.
HIIT induced significant improvements in absolute
and relative values of VO2max, and total test
duration (all p < 0.05) in all the training groups;
also, clinical improvements were found in hand
grip strength. These positive effects were not
influenced by the regular intake of beer or alcohol.
No changes in the vertical jumps occurred in any
of the groups.
A moderate beer or alcohol intake does not
mitigate the positive effect of a 10-week HIIT on
physical fitness in young healthy adults.
Source: Molina-Hidalgo, C., De-la-O, A., Dote-Montero,
M. et al. Influence of daily beer or ethanol consumption
on physical fitness in response to a high-intensity
interval training program. The BEER-HIIT study. J Int Soc
Sports Nutr 17, 29 (2020). doi.org/10.1186/s12970-02000356-7.

Binge drinking and depressive symptoms among adolescents in the US
From 1991 to 2018, binge drinking among
US adolescents declined steeply; since 2012,
depressive symptoms among US adolescents
sharply increased. The authors of a study published
in the Journal of Adolescent Health argue that
binge drinking and depressive symptoms have
historically been correlated, thus understanding
whether there are dynamic changes in their
association informs prevention and intervention.
Data for the study were drawn from the U.S.
nationally
representative
cross-sectional
Monitoring the Future surveys (1991-2018) among
58,444 school-attending 12th-grade adolescents.
Binge drinking was measured as any occasion of
more than five drinks/past 2 weeks; depressive
symptoms were measured with four items (e.g.,
belief that life is meaningless or hopeless),
dichotomized at 75th percentile. Time-varying
effect modeling was conducted by sex, race/
ethnicity, and parental education.
In 1991, adolescents with high depressive
symptoms had 1.74 times the odds of binge
drinking (95% confidence interval 1.54-1.97);
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

by 2018, the strength of association between
depressive symptoms and binge drinking among
12th-grade adolescents declined 24% among girls
and 25% among boys. The researchers found that
there has been no significant relation between
depressive symptoms and binge drinking among
boys since 2009; among girls, the relationship
has been positive throughout most of the study
period, with no significant relationship from 2016
to 2017.
Diverging trends between depressive symptoms
and alcohol use among youth are coupled with
declines in the strength of their comorbidity. The
authors comment that underlying drivers of recent
diverging population trends are probably distinct
and suggests that the nature of comorbidity
between substance use and mental health may
need to be reconceptualised for recent and future
cohorts.
Source: Keyes KM; Hamilton A; Patrick ME; Schulenberg
J, “Diverging trends in the relationship between binge
drinking and depressive symptoms among adolescents
in the U.S. from 1991 through 2018”, Journal of
Adolescent Health, Vol 66, No 5, 2020, pp529-535. doi.
org/10.1016/j.jadohealth.2019.08.026.
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Early childhood intervention programmes bring benefits across generations
Youth programmes designed to prevent drug
use and delinquency and support healthy
development can reap lasting benefits not only for
participants, but also for their children, according
to a study published June 10 in the Journal of the
American Medical Association (JAMA) Pediatrics.
Karl Hill, director of the Problem Behavior and
Positive Youth Development Programme at CU
Boulder commented, “This is the first published
study to show that a broadly implemented, early
childhood prevention programme can have
positive effects on the next generation. Previous
studies have shown that childhood interventions
can demonstrate benefits well into adulthood.
These results show that benefits may extend into
the next generation as well."
For the study, Hill and collaborators at the
University of Washington assessed children whose
parents had participated in a programme called
Raising Healthy Children (RHC) from first through
sixth grades in the 1980s. Set in public elementary
schools serving high-crime neighborhoods in
Seattle, the programme was among the first to
test the idea that problem behaviours could be
prevented with specialised training for teachers,
parents and young children.
“Teachers were taught how to better manage their
classrooms, parents were taught to better manage
their families, and kids were taught how to better
manage their emotions and decision making,” said

Hill, who was involved in the research, known as
the Seattle Social Development Project, in the
1990s.
Previous studies have shown that by age 18 those
included in the programme demonstrated better
academic achievement and were less likely to
engage in violence, substance use or unsafe sex
than non-participants. By their 30s, they had gone
further in school, tended to be better off financially,
and scored better on mental health assessments.
Beginning in 2002, the researchers started following
the first-born children of programme participants
via questionnaires for their teachers and parents
and, beginning at age 6, annual interviews with the
children. A total of 182 children were studied for the
new paper, including 72 whose parents had gone
through the programme and 110 whose parents
had not. Those whose parents had participated
in RHC had fewer developmental delays in the
first five years of life, fewer behaviour problems,
fewer symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) and better cognitive, academic
and emotional maturity in the classroom. They
were also significantly less likely to report using
drugs or alcohol as a teenager.
The researchers caution that the study was a nonrandomised controlled trial set in only one region
of the country and needs to be replicated before
broad conclusions can be drawn.
jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/
fullarticle/2766307

Drinking or smoking while breastfeeding and later developmental health
outcomes in children
Prenatal intake of alcohol and tobacco have been
associated with negative outcomes in children.
Consumption of alcohol while breastfeeding
has also been associated with dose-dependent
decreases in abstract reasoning ability and
academic scores in children at later ages. Using
longitudinal data from The Growing Up in Australia
Study, an investigation explored whether intake
of alcohol or tobacco while breastfeeding was
related to later developmental health outcomes in
children.
Multivariable linear regression analyses were
performed on a sample of 2,008 babies who
were actively breastfeeding at study entry and
4,679 babies who had been breastfed at any
time (actively breastfed babies combined with
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

babies who had been previously breastfed). Only
a diagnosis of Autism spectrum disorder and
Attention deficit disorder were associated with
lower developmental health outcomes. Neither
maternal alcohol consumption nor tobacco
smoking while breastfeeding were associated
with developmental health outcomes at 6–7 years
old or 10–11 years old for either sample group.
A relationship between maternal consumption of
alcohol or tobacco smoking while breastfeeding
and later developmental health outcomes in
children was not identified.
Source: Gibson, L., Porter, M. Drinking or smoking
while breastfeeding and later developmental health
outcomes in children. BMC Res Notes 13, 232 (2020).
doi.org/10.1186/s13104-020-05072-8.
www.drinkingandyou.com
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The role of alcohol use and drinking patterns in socioeconomic inequalities
in mortality

Individuals with low socioeconomic status (SES)
experience disproportionately greater alcoholattributable health harm than individuals with
high SES from similar or lower amounts of alcohol
consumption. A study aimed to provide an update
of the current evidence for the role of alcohol
use and drinking patterns in socioeconomic
inequalities in mortality, as well as the effect
modification or interaction effects between SES
and alcohol use, as two potential explanations of
this so-called alcohol-harm paradox.
The researchers conducted a systematic review,
searching Embase, Medline, PsycINFO, and Web of
Science (published between Jan 1, 2013, and June
30, 2019) for studies reporting alcohol consumption,
SES, and mortality. Observational, quantitative
studies of the general adult population (aged
≥15 years) with a longitudinal study design were
included. Two outcome measures were extracted:
first, the proportion of socioeconomic inequalities
in mortality explained by alcohol use; and second,
the effect modification or interaction between SES
and alcohol use regarding mortality risks.

Of 1941 studies identified, ten met the inclusion
criteria. The ten studies contained more than
400,000 adults, more than 30,000 deaths from
all causes, and more than 3,000 100% alcoholattributable events. Alcohol use explained up
to 27% of the socioeconomic inequalities in
mortality. The proportion of socioeconomic
inequalities explained systematically differed by
drinking pattern, with heavy episodic drinking
having a potentially significant explanatory value.
Although scarce, there was some evidence of
effect modification or interaction between SES
and alcohol use.
The researchers comment that in order to
reduce socioeconomic inequalities in mortality,
addressing heavy episodic drinking in particular,
rather than alcohol use in general, is worth
exploring as a public health strategy.
Source: C Probst, C Kilian, S Sanchez, S Lange, J Rehm.
The role of alcohol use and drinking patterns in
socioeconomic inequalities in mortality: a systematic
review. The Lancet, Volume 5, ISSUE 6, e324-e332, June
01, 2020. doi.org/10.1016/S2468-2667(20)30052-9.

Does attending a college with more heavy drinking peers increase risk of
heavy drinking and consequences?
Among a national sample of high school abstainers
and moderate drinkers, researchers hypothesised
that the extent of heavy drinking among students
on campus would be among the strongest
predictors of first semester heavy drinking and
consequences, relative to personal approval
of alcohol use and sociability and impairment
outcome expectancies. The researchers expected
these psychological factors to moderate effects of
campus heavy drinking.
Data from 90,455 abstainers and 97,168 moderate
drinkers matriculating at 245 and 242 universities,
respectively, were drawn from AlcoholEdu (EverFi,
2013), a web-based intervention completed
by most first-year students at participating
universities. Students reported alcohol use,
approval, expectancies, and covariates prior to
enrolment (Time 1). During the first semester
(Time 2), abstinence, moderate drinking, or heavy
drinking, and negative consequences experienced
were reassessed. Campus heavy drinking reflected
the percentage of other students attending the
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

same school who engaged in heavy drinking at
Time 2.
In multilevel multinomial logistic regression
models, campus heavy drinking was consistently
among the strongest predictors of heavy drinking
and consequences: It predicted an 83% and 82%
increase in risk of heavy drinking and a 106%
and 91% increase in risk of consequences among
students who were abstainers and moderate
drinkers at Time 1, respectively. There were few
interactions among campus heavy drinking and
psychological factors. Post hoc analyses supported
that students did not self-select into heavier
drinking environments. Campus heavy drinking is
a key predictor of first semester alcohol use and
an important intervention target, the researchers
conclude.
Source: Reid AE, Hancock DW, Minott C, Moser SE. Does
attending a college with more heavy drinking peers
increase risk of heavy drinking and consequences? A
prospective national analysis [published online ahead
of print, 2020 Jun 4]. Psychol Addict Behav. 2020; doi.
org/10.1037/adb0000639.
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What we talk about when we talk about binge drinking
The authors of a paper published in June in
the journal Alcohol and Alcoholism state that
binge drinking (BD), characterised by recurring
alternations between intense intoxication
episodes and abstinence periods, is the most
frequent alcohol consumption pattern in youth
and is growing in prevalence among older adults.
Many studies have underlined the specific harmful
impact of this habit by showing impaired abilities
in a wide range of cognitive functions among
binge drinkers, as well as modifications of brain
structure and function. Currently, however, several
controversies and inconsistencies hamper the
harmonious development of the field and the
recognition of BD as a specific alcohol consumption
pattern. The authors say that the primary concern
is the absence of consensual BD conceptualisation,
leading to variability in experimental group
selection and alcohol consumption evaluation.
The present paper aims at overcoming this key
issue through a two-step approach.
First, having undertaken a literature review,

the authors propose an integrated BD
conceptualisation, distinguishing it from other
subclinical alcohol consumption patterns. Six
specific characteristics of BD are identified, namely,
(1) the presence of physiological symptoms
related to BD episodes, (2) the presence of
psychological symptoms related to BD episodes,
(3) the ratio of BD episodes compared to all
alcohol drinking occasions, (4) the frequency
of BD episodes, (5) the consumption speed and
(6) the alternation between BD episodes and
soberness periods. Second, capitalising on this
conceptual clarification, the authors propose an
evaluation protocol jointly measuring these six
BD characteristics. Finally, in this paper several
research perspectives are presented to refine the
proposed conceptualisation.
Source: Pierre Maurage, Séverine Lannoy, Jessica
Mange, Delphine Grynberg, Hélène Beaunieux, Ingrid
Banovic, Fabien Gierski, Mickaël Naassila, What We Talk
About When We Talk About Binge Drinking: Towards an
Integrated Conceptualization and Evaluation, Alcohol
and Alcoholism. doi.org/10.1093/alcalc/agaa041.

Similar countries, similar factors? Studying the decline of heavy episodic
drinking in adolescents in Finland, Norway and Sweden
A study examined the factors associated with
trends in heavy episodic drinking (HED) in Finland,
Norway and Sweden, investigated similarities
in these associations across the countries and
analysed the contribution of these factors to
the trend in HED and the differences across the
countries.
The observational study used five waves of the
European School Survey Project on Alcohol and
Other Drugs (ESPAD) from Finland, Norway and
Sweden between 1999 and 2015. A total of 18 128
male and 19 121 female 15‐ to 16‐year‐old students
were included in the study.
Monthly HED, perceived access to alcohol, truancy,
parental control, leisure time activities and daily
smoking were measured and the Cochran–
Armitage test was used to examine linear time
trends in HED. Logit regression models were fitted
for each country separately, including all the
independent variables together with time and
adjusted for family status, parental education and
gender.
In Finland, Norway and Sweden, perceived access
to alcohol, truancy and daily smoking decreased
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

significantly between 1999 and 2015 whereas risk
perceptions, parental control and participation
in sports increased in the same period. The
confounding percentage of all the independent
variables related to the trend in HED was 48.8%,
68.9% and 36.7% for Finland, Norway and Sweden,
respectively. Decline in daily smoking and
perceived access to alcohol were positively, and
increase in parental control negatively, associated
with the decline in HED in all three countries.
Changes in truancy, going out with friends, and
engaging in sports and other hobbies had little or
no impact on the decline in HED or displayed no
consistent results across the countries.
The decline in adolescent heavy episodic drinking
in Finland, Norway and Sweden between 1999
and 2015 appears to be associated with a decline
in adolescent daily smoking and perceived access
to alcohol and an increase in parental control.
Source: Raitasalo, K., Kraus, L., Bye, E. K., Karlsson,
P., Tigerstedt, C., Törrönen, J., and Raninen, J. ( 2020)
Similar countries, similar factors? Studying the decline
of heavy episodic drinking in adolescents in Finland,
Norway and Sweden. Addiction. doi.org/10.1111/
add.15089.
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Why is per capita consumption underestimated in alcohol surveys?
An analysis published in the journal Alcohol and
Alcoholism estimated coverage rates (i.e. the
proportion of ‘real consumption’ accounted for by
a survey compared with more reliable aggregate
consumption data) of the total, the recorded
and the beverage-specific annual per capita
consumption in 23 European countries, and
investigated differences between regions, and
other factors which might be associated with low
coverage.
Survey data were derived from the Standardised
European Alcohol Survey and Harmonising
Alcohol-related Measures in European Surveys
(number of surveys: 39, years of survey: 2008–
2015, adults aged 20–64 years). Coverage rates
were calculated at the aggregated level by
dividing consumption estimates derived from
the surveys by alcohol per capita estimates from
a recent global modelling study. Models were
used to examine the relative importance of the
predictors.

Large variation in coverage across European
countries was observed (average total coverage:
36.5, 95% confidence interval [CI] [33.2; 39.8]), with
lowest coverage found for spirits consumption
(26.3, 95% CI [21.4; 31.3]). Regarding the second
aim, the prevalence of HED was associated with
wine- and spirits-specific coverage, explaining
10% in the respective variance. However,
neither the consideration of regions nor survey
methodology explained much of the variance in
coverage estimates, regardless of the scenario.
The results reiterate that alcohol survey data
should not be used to compare or estimate
aggregate consumption levels, which may be
better reflected by statistics on recorded or total
per capita consumption.
Source: C Kilian, J Manthey, C Probst, GS Brunborg, EK
Bye, O Ekholm, L Kraus, J Moskalewicz, J Sieroslawski, J
Rehm, Why Is Per Capita Consumption Underestimated
in Alcohol Surveys? Results from 39 Surveys in 23
European Countries, Alcohol and Alcoholism, doi.
org/10.1093/alcalc/agaa048.

Public Health England review of typical ABV levels in beer, cider and wine
purchased for the ‘in home’ market
In June 2018, the alcohol theme group of the
English Health Statistics Steering Group (EHSSG)
hosted a workshop with alcohol users and experts
where there was agreement that an update to the
product list and conversion table 1 in the Health
Survey for England (HSE) should be considered, and
whether new HSE questions are needed to reflect
current policy concerns should be investigated.
At present, the distinction between ‘normal’ and
‘strong’ beer or cider is made at 6% alcohol by
volume (ABV) in the HSE. The alcohol theme
group expressed the view that beers over 5%
should perhaps be considered ‘strong’ as there
are very few beers on the market over 6%. It also
suggested that further analysis of the products on
the market would be helpful to determine where
the most appropriate cut-off should be. Workshop
participants found that the current conversion
table is now out-of-date. In particular, the group
questioned whether beer and cider should be
considered separately and queried the assumption
that the average strength of wine is 12% ABV.
A report published in June used sales data to test
each of these assumptions and to help to find
a suitable cut-off for ‘strong’ beer and cider. It
concludes that the product list used in HSE should
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

be updated to reflect current drinking habits
where beer/lager, wine, cider and spirits account
for 97.2% of all alcohol purchased.
• beer/lager and cider account for 58.1% of all
alcohol purchased. The typical ABV of products
purchased is 4.6%. This is similar to the 4.5%
assumed in the current conversion table for
bottled/cans of beer/lager and cider.
• under the previous definition of ‘strong’
products (6% and above) only 2.6% of all
beer/lager purchases and 14.3% of all cider
purchases were included. Widening this to
include products 5% and above would include
20.6% of all beer/lager purchases and 51.1% of
all cider purchases.
• the different average ABVs and range of
products with an ABV over 5% also suggests
that beer/lager and cider should be separated
in HSE questions and in any revised conversion
table.
• the sales-weighted average ABV of wine
is 11.9% which is identical to the current
conversion table’s figure.
assets.publishing.ser vice.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/893741/Review_of_typical_ABV_levels_in_beer_
cider_and_wine_purchased_for_the_in_home_
market.pdf
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Portman Group report on drinking during lockdown
The imposition of lockdown measures on 23
March 2020 by the UK Government in response to
the outbreak of COVID-19 brought the temporary
closure of pubs, bars and restaurants across the
UK. Media coverage in the weeks that followed
highlighted rising retail sales of alcohol. In this
context, the Portman Group sought to understand
how exactly lockdown has impacted Britons’
alcohol consumption while at home and therefore
commissioned YouGov to conduct a study to
review weekly unit intake prior to and since
COVID-19.
YouGov surveyed 2,070 adults from across the
UK online between 22 May and 26 May 2020. The
survey found:
• Overall, the majority of adults are drinking the
same or less compared to before lockdown,
with a large majority remaining within the
UK Chief Medical Officers’ 14 units a week low
risk drinking guidelines. Even among those
drinking more, close to half remain within these
guidelines.
• Prior to lockdown, 75% of UK adults said they
either did not drink or drank within the CMO’s
guidelines of 14 units per week.
• 65% of Brits who drank alcohol before the
lockdown said that they are drinking the same,
less or had stopped drinking altogether.
• 35% of drinkers say that they are drinking more,
(28% a little more and 7% a lot more).
• The majority of drinkers remain within14 units:
81% of those drinking less and 72% of those
drinking about the same since lockdown
are within the low risk guidelines. Of those
drinking more, 44% are drinking within the
CMO guidelines. When those who are drinking
less since lockdown are asked about how they
are moderating their intake
of alcohol, 18% say they are
intentionally limiting their
purchase of alcohol in shops
and 10% are incorporating
alcohol-free days into their
week. Participants also cited
the closure of pubs and
bars and subsequent lack
of socialising as another
reason for drinking less.

www.alcoholinmoderation.com

This research builds on a number of surveys since
March from YouGov, CGA, Alcohol Change UK,
IARD and Drinkaware which consistently show
that there does not appear to have been a spike
in alcohol consumption under lockdown. The
emerging consensus out of six surveys published
since lockdown suggests that around 4 in 5
respondents said that they are drinking the same,
less or have stopped altogether, with around a
third decreasing consumption and 1 in 5 increasing
consumption.
portmangroup.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/YouGov-Por tman-Groupsurvey-on-alcohol-consumption-during-theCOVID-19-lockdown-2.pdf
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Research in Ireland examines the role of schools in shaping clusters of health
behaviours among adolescents
New ESRI research funded by HSE Health and
Wellbeing examines how 4 key risk factors for
disease (smoking, alcohol consumption, physical
activity, diet) cluster together among young adults.
Using data from the Growing up in Ireland ’98
Cohort at 17 years of age, the research identified
3 distinct health behaviour clusters among young
adults in Ireland:
• A ‘healthy’ group (43%) who did not smoke,
drank rarely, engaged in exercise on six or more
days in the previous fortnight and had the best
quality diet;
• An ‘unhealthy diet and physical activity’ group
(36% of 17-year-olds), who did not smoke,
drank alcohol rarely (monthly or less) but had
the worst levels of physical activity (just 1-2
days in the previous fortnight) and had the
poorest dietary quality;
• The remainder comprised an ‘unhealthy
smokers and drinkers’ group (21% of 17-yearolds), who had the highest level of alcohol
consumption, were daily or occasional smokers,
had moderate to low levels of physical activity
and poor to moderate dietary quality.
A number of individual- and family-level factors
were associated with cluster group membership:
• Young women were more likely to fall into the
unhealthy smoker/drinker and, especially, the
unhealthy diet/activity groups;
• Young people from working-class backgrounds
were more likely to be a smoker/drinker while
those whose mothers had lower levels of
education (Leaving Certificate or less) were
more likely to have poor diet/physical activity
levels;
• Parental health behaviour also made a
difference with higher rates of drinking/
smoking among young people whose parents
are occasional or regular smokers.
The potential for schools to promote healthy
behaviour has long been recognised. The research
found that:
• Young people’s health behaviours were found
to vary significantly by the second-level school
and, to a lesser extent, the primary school
attended;
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• The measures of school policy examined had
little impact on cluster group membership
(school policies included the provision of
physical education and sports facilities,
having a healthy eating policy). Instead, the
socioeconomic composition of students and
school climate emerged as more important
influences on health behaviour;
• A key feature was the interface between the
young person and the school environment,
with negative interaction with teachers and
disaffection from school associated with
greater levels of drinking/smoking in particular.
Anne Nolan, one of the authors of the report,
commented: “The study findings show us that
health behaviours are interconnected. They
suggest that a multi-faceted approach is needed to
promote positive health behaviours. The increasing
emphasis on wellbeing as an area of learning
at second-level offers further opportunities for
promoting positive health behaviours during
adolescence. The research findings show that
measures to promote both school engagement
and a more positive school climate, while
important for educational outcomes, are likely to
have positive spill-overs for other aspects of young
people’s lives, including health behaviours.”
HSE Health and Wellbeing funded this research
as part of their work to promote health under the
Healthy Ireland Framework.
Helen Deely, Interim Programme Lead for HSE
Health and Wellbeing said: “We know that patterns
of health behaviour that can lead to chronic illness
can be formed at a young age. This research is
telling us that a positive school environment
makes it more likely that young people will

www.drinkingandyou.com
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experience a sense of belonging and connection
and less likely that young people will turn to
risky health behaviours, such as using tobacco
and alcohol or engaging in unhealthy eating
patterns, to cope with their feelings of isolation
and disconnection. In that context, we welcome
the publication of the Wellbeing Policy Statement
and Framework for Practice by the Department of
Education and Skills (published Oct 2019) which
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supports a whole school approach to wellbeing,
and encourages school communities to reflect on
their social environment and to consider how they
might increase the proportion of young people
that feel a sense of belonging and connection to
the school.”
esri.ie/system/files/publications/RS101%20
%282%29.pdf

UK employers urged to support staff well being as research reveals
furloughed workers drinking more on lockdown
A recent survey in the UK found that 36% of
furloughed workers report drinking more since
lockdown began compared to the UK average
of 24%. The research, conducted by Opinium on
behalf of Drinkaware, surveyed 2,001 UK adults.
As the government’s furlough scheme extends to
October and a number of people continue work
from home, Drinkaware is warning that thousands
of workers could emerge from lockdown with
ingrained drinking habits. Of all those who are
working from home as a result of lockdown, 26%
people say they are drinking more.
15% of drinkers on furlough have had their first
drink earlier in the day since the start of lockdown,
compared with14% of those who are working
from home and12% of all drinkers.
28% of furloughed workers who drink also say
that, since lockdown began, they are drinking on
days they wouldn’t usually drink. This compares to
22% of all drinkers.
9% of furloughed drinkers say they have had a drink
in secret or covered up the fact they are having a
drink since lockdown began. This is almost double
both the UK average and of those working from
home as a result of lockdown.
Drinkaware is urging employers to use the
lockdown to support the health and wellbeing of
staff. CEO, Elaine Hindal, commented: “As lockdown
continues, many are drinking more. Employers
who have members of staff on furlough or who
are working from home should take note of our
research findings.
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“The welcome extension to the furlough scheme
will be vital for organisations as we navigate
the coronavirus pandemic and it is good to see
employers also offering flexible working. But this
new normal must not lead to an ‘out of sight, out
of mind’ mentality, particularly when it comes to
the health and wellbeing of the UK workforce.
“Employers must use every opportunity to make
sure their staff don’t become disconnected
throughout the extended furlough period and
must plan for a return to work that prioritises
employee health and wellbeing. The consequence
of not doing this could result in thousands of
people returning to work with ingrained drinking
habits that could have an impact on their health –
both physical and mental. And drinking patterns,
once established, are far harder to break.”
Dr Jill Miller, Senior Policy Adviser at the CIPD, the
professional body for HR and people development,
comments: “It’s concerning that many seem to be
drinking more as lockdown continues. People are
experiencing significant changes to many aspects
of their lives and many do not have their usual work
routine. Employers should communicate with
their employees about the health and wellbeing
support available to them, not forgetting those
currently on furlough.”
drinkaware.co.uk/professionals/press/employersurged-to-support-staff-well-being-as-researchreveals-furloughed-workers-drinking-more-onlockdown
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Monitoring and Evaluating Scotland’s Alcohol Strategy: Monitoring Report
2020
The MESAS monitoring report 2020, was published
attributable to alcohol (alcohol-specific). After
on 17 June and it presents the latest available data
reaching a peak in 2003, alcohol-specific deaths
on key alcohol indicators in Scotland.
declined to 2012. Since 2012 the rate of death
from alcohol-specific causes has risen overall
The key fact include:
for both men and women.
• In 2019, 9.9 litres (L) of pure alcohol were sold
per adult in Scotland, equivalent to 19.1 units • Alcohol-specific death rates are consistently
higher in Scotland than in England & Wales. In
per adult per week. This is the same as in 2018
2018, rates were nearly twice as high for men
and maintains the lowest level seen in Scotland
and 87% higher for women.
over the available time series (since 1994).
• The volume of pure alcohol sold per adult in • 23,751 people in Scotland were admitted to a
general acute hospital with an alcohol-related
Scotland in 2019 was 9% higher than in England
diagnosis in 2018/19, with a total of 35,685
& Wales, one of the smallest differences seen
alcohol-related inpatient stays. Despite a
since 1994.
downward trend since 2007/08, rates of alcohol• In 2019, the average price of alcohol sold in
related hospital stays remain four times higher
the off-trade in Scotland was 62 pence per
than in the early 1980s.
unit (ppu), an increase from 59ppu in 2018; in
England & Wales the average off-trade price • The most recent data show that rates of alcoholspecific death and alcohol-related hospital
was 57ppu (56ppu in 2018). The average onstays were more than twice as high for men as
trade price in Scotland was £1.96 per unit, an
women and were highest in the 55–64 year age
increase from £1.89 in 2018; in England & Wales
group.
the average on-trade price was £1.92 per unit
(£1.85 in 2018).
• In 2019, alcohol sold in the UK was
75% more affordable than it was in
1987. In recent years the increase in
the affordability of alcohol has been
driven by increases in disposable
income and a slight fall in the real
price of alcohol.
• Self-reported alcohol consumption
data show that 24% of adults in
Scotland in 2018 exceeded the
revised low-risk weekly drinking
guideline for both men (32%)
and women (16%), a decline from
34% in 2003. Of those exceeding
the guideline, mean weekly
consumption was highest among
those in the lowest income groups.
• In 2017/18 (combined), the heaviest
10% of drinkers consumed 49% of
all self-reported consumption in
Scotland.
• In 2018, 1,136 people died in
Scotland due to a cause wholly
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• Rates of alcohol-specific death in
Scotland have consistently been
higher in areas of greater deprivation,
but the inequality has narrowed over
time. In 2018, alcohol-specific death
rates were more than 4.5 times
higher in the 10% most deprived
areas in Scotland than in the 10%
least deprived areas, compared with
13 times higher in 2002 (when rates
in the most deprived areas peaked).
The change is mostly down to a fall
in rates in the 10% most deprived
areas.
• While rates of driving under the influence of
alcohol have fallen over time, the trend has
been relatively flat in recent years. Rates of
‘drunkenness and other disorderly conduct’
offences have not shown a consistent trend
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but have fallen since 2013/14. In 2017, 39% of
prisoners reported being under the influence
of alcohol at the time of their arrest.
h e a l t h s c o t l a n d. s c o t / m e d i a / 3 1 0 3 / m e s a s monitoring-report-2020.pdf

Report assesses impact of minimum unit pricing for alcohol on small retailers
A report from the University of Stirling finds that
the Scottish Government’s minimum unit pricing
policy has been implemented as intended by small
retailers in Scotland.
The University’s Institute for Social Marketing
and Health (ISMH) conducted a study to evaluate
changes in alcohol price, marketing practices and
product range among small retailers in response
to the policy. It found that the policy had been
implemented as intended and had produced
expected impacts on alcohol products previously
sold below 50p per unit, with little or no adverse
effects reported for small retailers.
The ISMH team conducted an observational
study from August 2017 to January 2019,
covering nine months before and after the policy
was implemented. The study included: using
electronic point of sale data to monitor trends in
product availability, characteristics and pricing
for 2,000 products as sold by 200 small retailers
across Scotland; conducting in-depth interviews
and observations in 20 stores before and after the
policy came in; and analysing the retail trade press
to capture information on pricing, promotional
activities and experiences of MUP implementation.
They also examined several key alcohol brands
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in detail, including Buckfast, Frosty Jack’s, Glen’s
Vodka, Tennent’s lager and Strongbow Original.
Martine Stead, Deputy Director of ISMH and lead
author of the report, said: “This study set out to gain
an understanding of small retailers’ experiences
of MUP implementation and its subsequent
effects on products, pricing and consumers. Our
interviews with small retailers found that they took
compliance seriously and there were almost no
instances of pricing below MUP when we visited
stores after MUP had been introduced.
“Retailers reported that they had reduced or
stopped stocking some products that had seen
particularly large increases in price under MUP,
for example, larger bottles of ciders. Overall, we
observed the most changes in high-strength
ciders and perry categories, both of which had
typically been priced below MUP.”
Dr Nathan Critchlow, a Research Fellow in ISMH
and a co-author of the report, said: “Across the
different parts of the study, we observed that
alcohol products previously sold below 50p per
unit either increased in price in line with MUP, or
that small retailers stopped selling them.
stir.ac.uk/media/stirling/services/faculties/sportand-health-sciences/research/documents/MUPevaluation-Small-Convenience-Stores-report.pdf
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Alcohol labelling policies: most countries lagging behind in promoting
healthier choices
A recent WHO report considers the current
alcohol labelling practice in the WHO European
Region and what are the barriers and facilitators
to development and implementation of alcohol
labelling policy.
According to a new report, labelling of alcoholic
beverages is not consistent or even considered in
many countries in the WHO European Region. The
Health Evidence Network (HEN) synthesis report
documents the different ways in which countries
label alcoholic beverages and sets out policy
options for authorities to consider.
Labelling of alcoholic beverages, a WHOrecommended practice, is not mandatory in many
countries in the Region. The authors argue that this
lack of critical information is concerning because
consumers need to know the contents of alcoholic
beverages and the possible risks of drinking them
as a minimum requirement for making informed
decisions. Further they state that this is particularly
important in the European Region, which has the
world’s highest levels of alcohol consumption,
the highest proportion of alcohol use disorders
and the most alcohol-attributable deaths in the
population.
Carina Ferreira-Borges, Manager of the Alcohol
and Illicit Drugs Programme at WHO/Europe
commented that “The HEN report reveals that
labelling practices in countries that have allowed
the industry to self-regulate their labelling
policies are, overall, poor, not providing enough
information for consumers.”
Policy considerations for the development of
successful labelling legislation should address
health information, ingredients and nutritional
information;
ensure
regulated
message
presentation; and be independently monitored
and evaluated.
According to the HEN report, non-European Union
countries meet the recommendations made in
the WHO discussion paper on policy options for
alcohol labelling in 36% of cases (8 countries in
total). However, only one European Union country
is fully compliant with the same recommendations.
“There is much to be done to get the alcohol
labelling policies in the WHO European Region in
line with WHO-advised practices. Still, there are
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some positive examples,” added Carina FerreiraBorges. “Non-European Union states tend to
implement stricter rules. Besides this, some of
them have already adopted a multinational law
framework on labelling that the European Union
still does not have. It’s a fact that policy-makers
can bring a much-needed change that can greatly
benefit people’s health.”
Currently, only 17% of European Member States
have laws that demand alcohol producers to
include ingredients, nutritional values and health
information on labels at the same time. A total of
40% have some legislation on ingredient listing,
28% have laws on health information labelling
or warnings on alcohol products, and 19% have
some legislation on inclusion of nutritional values.
According to the HEN report, a number of Member
States are becoming aware of the need to pursue
more active policies to regulate labelling practices.
apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/hand
le/10665/332129/9789289054898-eng.pdf?ua=1
e u r o. w h o. i n t / e n / h e a l t h - t o p i c s / d i s e a s e prevention/alcohol-use/news/news/2020/06/
alcohol-labelling-policies-most- countrieslagging-behind-in-promoting-healthier-choices

Statistics update on alcohol
A briefing note has been added to the House of
Commons library which provides a summary of
statistics on alcohol consumption among adults
and children in England. Data on alcohol-related
hospital admissions in England and alcoholrelated deaths in England, the UK and worldwide
is also included.
commonslibrary.parliament.uk/researchbriefings/cbp-7626/
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Low awareness of UK government advice on drinking during pregnancy
In June 2020 the National Organisation for FASD
teamed up with OnePoll and 72Point to highlight
the gap in understanding that young people have
about the risks of alcohol in pregnancy and FASD.
OnePoll polled 2000 18-25 year olds across the UK.
The results showed that:
• 26% could not identify the current Chief Medical
Officers’ guidance that the safest approach is
not to drink alcohol at all if pregnant or if you
could become pregnant.
• 80% said if they or a loved one (e.g. a sister
or friend) were pregnant, that having the
occasional drink of alcohol would not be ok.
However, their understanding of WHY this is
important is limited.

• Only 17% understood that alcohol can cause
the most long-term harm to the baby when
compared with other substances such as heroin,
crack cocaine and smoking.
• Only 22% knew that the acronym FASD stands
for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.
• 49% are getting information about these issues
from social media, while only 40% are getting
it from a teacher and only 36% from a doctor,
midwife or nurse.
Sandra Butcher, chief executive, NOFAS-UK, said:
“Information is power. It is deeply concerning that
so few young people are aware of the dangers. She
added “We hope schools and community groups
will get behind this initiative...Young people need
to know why this matters”.
To highlight the dangers of drinking while
pregnant, NOFAS-UK has launched a new website
targeting young adults. preventFASD.info
It features a bold award-winning film, RISK, and
a national competition to get ideas from young
people on how to raise awareness.

Effective age-gating for online alcohol sales
A report by researchers at Wrexham University and
funded by Alcohol Change UK explores current
practice in the UK for restricting online alcohol
sales to those under the age of 18. In addition, the
report makes recommendations on how these
practices could be improved.
The report finds that the implementation of
measures to prevent alcohol purchases by
those under 18 years old varies widely amongst
different retailers. Many companies push the
necessary age verification checks to the end of
the buying process, requiring delivery drivers to
manually check identification and refuse sales as
appropriate. This interpretation of the law is often
followed by retailers, and has been unchallenged
despite its lack of legal certainty. Current methods
of age verification are largely ineffectual. When
implemented online, they often involve simple
‘honour’ checks, which are easily deceived, or
alternative forms of ‘authentication’ that can be
bypassed in various ways. Implemented offline,
by delivery drivers, etc., they are known to be
ineffective in practice. A particular difficulty arises
when alcohol is part of a larger online shopping
cart, which can often make it ‘invisible’.
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

The researchers argue that introducing technical
measures to prevent the sale of alcohol to under
18s would help increase the safeguarding of
minors, reducing the possibility of obtaining
alcohol online and bypassing existing checks.
They conclude that despite several emerging
technologies and promising developments in
other domains such as online gambling and
pornography, the simplest and most effective
measure could be to extend the use of Merchant
Category Codes (MCC codes) to repurpose banks’
existing identity and age verification checks.
The report makes the following specific
recommendations(in regard to the online purchase
of alcohol by under 18s: The law must be clarified;
No confidence should be placed in existing
safeguards; Items within online ‘shopping baskets’
should be considered individually; The use of
MCC codes and bank authorisation processes
should be extended; and relevant emerging
technology should be continuously monitored.
s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/files.
alcoholchange.org.uk/documents/Effective-agegating-for-online-alcohol-sales-Final-Report.
pdf?mtime=20200604115553
www.drinkingandyou.com
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Finnish study finds different profiles among drink and drug drivers
Collisions caused by drink-drivers who only use
alcohol, and those caused by drug drivers have
different characteristics in terms of timing and
types of accidents. It is also common for drug
users to use several intoxicants at the same time
according to new research by the Finnish Crash
Data Institute (OTI).
The latest OTI substance abuse report looked at
fatal collisions investigated in Finland over the
period 2014–2018 and individuals who had been
driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs or
both.
The investigators found that the majority of drinkdrivers who caused a fatal collision had not used
drugs other than alcohol. It was more common
for drug drivers to use alcohol or drugs that affect
their ability to drive at the same time. 65% of those
who drove under the influence of drugs were
mixed users.
In terms of timing, collisions involving only alcoholusing drivers were focused on weekends and
night time: half of drink-driving collisions occurred
between Friday night and Sunday morning.
However collisions caused by drivers under the
influence of drugs were more evenly distributed
throughout the week and did not focus on specific
times.
There are clear differences in the statistics between
so-called “traditional” drink-drivers and drug

drivers. Drink-drivers typically were involved in
single vehicle collisions, on the road alone at night
with no other people involved in the collision,
except other passengers in their vehicle. Drug
drivers caused more crashes. And this may be due
to the fact that drug drivers drive on the roads
more often during the day when there is more
traffic, according to the researchers.
In 2014–2018, 320 people died in motor vehicle
collisions caused by intoxicated drivers. Of these,
248 were intoxicated drivers, 54 were passengers
with an intoxicated driver, and 18 were in another
vehicle.
In addition to these motor vehicle collisions four
pedestrians and one cyclist were killed in collisions
caused by intoxicated drivers in 2014–2018.
A total of 18 cyclists who had ridden while
intoxicated died between 2014 and 2018. Typically,
the level of intoxication was high, at least 1.2 g/l.
Intoxicated drivers were also more likely to be
unbelted in vehicles.
The authors recommend the use of alcohol
interlocks, which are particularly effective at
reducing rates of reoffending among drink-drivers.
lvk.fi/fi/liikennevakuutuskeskus/
ajankohtaista/30.4.2020-oti-huumeidenvaikutuksen-alaisena-kuolemaan-johtaneitaonnettomuuksia-aiheuttaneet-kuljettajat-useinpaihteiden-sekakayttajia/

Netherlands implement alcohol ankle bracelet
In the Netherlands the government is expected
to pass legislation that will be require people
who have been convicted of a crime and whose
sentence includes a ban on alcohol consumption,
to wear an ankle bracelet.
Studies, cited by the justice ministry, have shown
that 26% to 43% of all violent incidents in the
Netherlands are related to alcohol, while the cost
of alcohol abuse to Dutch society is estimated to
run to 6 billion euros ($6.75 billion) a year.
The Dutch justice ministry said that the electronic
bracelet or tag will keep track of any sign of alcohol
consumption by analysing the sweat of the person
wearing it.
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Data from the bracelet will be sent to a central
server once a day, giving probation officers a
clearer picture of the wearer’s behaviour than the
current system which relies on blood or urine tests
which are done twice a week. The bracelet can also
help offenders to show they have changed their
ways.
The justice ministry said that its pilot studies
showed that 71% of the participants did not drink
alcohol during the test, even though some were
allowed access to alcohol and around half of the
participants said they did not drink for at least
three months after the anklet was taken off.

www.drinkingandyou.com
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New recommendation for alcohol in next US Dietary guidelines
A group of experts in the US has included
limiting alcohol and added sugars in a set of
recommendations that will inform officials at the
Agriculture Department and the Department
of Health and Human Services, responsible
for updating the latest Dietary Guidelines for
Americans. New guidelines are expected to be
launched by the end of 2020.
The advisory panel’s conclusion on alcohol would
be a significant change from the government’s
long-standing advice. Currently, the dietary
guidelines recommend that if people drink, they
should do so in moderation, which is defined as
two drinks per day for men and one drink per
day for women. There is some disagreement
among scientists about whether the definition of
moderate drinking needs to be tightened.

“This would suggest that there is a lot of new
science on this topic, and there’s not,” said Eric
Rimm, a nutrition researcher at Harvard, who
served on the 2010 Dietary Guidelines Advisory
Committee and played a key role in reviewing
alcohol science. “It’s unfortunate because it’s going
to create some confusion.”
The group’s recommendations suggest that men
should cut back their alcohol intake to one drink
per day rather than two and Americans should
also further cut back on added sugars. The last
iteration of the guidelines, crafted during the
Obama administration, recommended that
consumers should not get more than 10 percent
of their calories from added sugars. The new
recommendations reduce this to 6 percent.

High-risk impaired drivers: effective solutions for a critical, persistent
road risk
Since 1982, drunk driving fatalities in the US
have decreased 50%, but deaths involving repeat
offenders and drivers at high blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) levels have not significantly
declined. About one-third of alcohol-impaired
driving deaths involve repeat offenders and nearly
60% involve drivers at high BAC levels of .15 or
above.
Responsibility.org launched its High-risk Impaired
Driver Programme on May 27 with a webinar
responsibility.org/toolkit/#webinar.
According
to information presented in the webinar, past
experience shows repeat offenders are often
undeterred by punishment and lack the motivation
to change their criminal behaviour. The HRID
programme aims to do more to stop them.
An emerging issue is multi-substance impaired
driving. States like Washington and Colorado that
rigorously test for drugs show a significant rise
in impaired drivers testing positive for impairing
substances other than alcohol. Often, drivers
have consumed multiple substances. Alcohol
and THC (the main psychoactive component in
cannabis) are the most common combination.
This is a serious concern because the combination
of impairing substances can create a synergistic
effect that multiplies impairment levels and
increases crash risk.
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A complicating factor is the complex nature of the
DUI system that begins at the point of arrest and
continues with the court process (prosecution and
disposition of the case), sentencing, supervision
(i.e., probation), and treatment. This system is
siloed and there are countless opportunities for
impaired drivers to avoid accountability, which
is especially dangerous for offenders at high risk
of recidivism. Repeat offenders know these gaps
exist and use them to their advantage resulting in
negative outcomes.
Responsibility.org convened traffic safety and
criminal justice experts to examine these issues,
identify the most significant challenges, and
prioritize the reforms needed to improve the
identification and handling of these dangerous
drivers. Collectively, the expert panel settled on
the name “High-Risk Impaired Drivers (HRID) and
the result of their work is the interactive, online
resource.
This resource is for anyone seeking to
understand the complex DUI system and proven
countermeasures to significantly reduce repeated
instances of impaired driving, in particular,
policymakers and practitioners. The resource
includes promising programmes, policymaker
checklists, videos, and other resources.
responsibility.org/high-risk-impaired-driving
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Spotlight on adolescent health and well-being in Europe and Canada
Health Behaviour in School-aged Children (HBSC),
a WHO collaborative cross-national study presents
key findings from 227 441 young people aged
11, 13 and 15 years in 45 countries/regions. The
2017/2018 HBSC survey findings highlight some
positive trends in relation to adolescents’ health
and well-being including a decline in substance
use and an improvement in eating habits.
Drinking and smoking have continued to
decline, but the number of current users remains
high among 15-year-olds. Alcohol is the most
commonly used substance by 15-year- olds: 59%
have ever drunk alcohol compared with 28% for
cigarette-smoking and 13% for cannabis use. In
relation to current use, 37% of 15-year-olds had
drunk alcohol in the last 30 days, 15% had smoked
cigarettes and 7% had used cannabis. The sharpest
increases in both alcohol use and smoking are
seen between ages 13 and 15.
Substance use is more common in boys, with the
gender gap narrowing at age 15. Social inequalities
in substance use are only evident for alcohol use,
mainly among boys.
Overall, boys were more likely than girls to
have drunk alcohol in their lifetime (38% and
33%, respectively). Gender differences were
more common among younger adolescents.
A significant gender difference at age 11 was
observed in 36 countries/regions, with prevalence
being higher among boys in all. Only 10 countries/
regions showed a significant gender difference
at age 15 and, in four of these, prevalence was
higher among girls (Canada, Latvia, Lithuania and
Poland). The prevalence of current (last 30 days)
alcohol use was also higher for boys than girls
(20% and 18%, respectively).
The prevalence of alcohol use varied greatly across
countries/regions. The proportion of adolescents
who had ever consumed alcohol ranged from
2% of 11-year-olds in Kazakhstan (boys and girls)
to 85% of 15-year-old boys and girls in Greece.
Current alcohol use ranged from 0.5% of 11-yearolds in Greenland (boys) and Ireland (girls) to 67%
of 15-year-old girls in Denmark. Denmark and
Greece had the highest levels of both lifetime and
current alcohol use at age 15, while Azerbaijan
and Kazakhstan had the lowest.
The prevalence of lifetime and recent alcohol use
increased sharply with age in both genders in
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almost all countries/regions, except Azerbaijan
and Kazakhstan. Lifetime consumption increased
between ages 11 and 15 from 19% to 60% among
boys and from 10% to 59% among girls. Similarly,
current alcohol use increased from 7% to 38%
among boys and from 3% to 36% among girls.
There has been a small decline in lifetime alcohol
use among adolescents since 2014 (from 38%
to 35%), but overall levels of current alcohol use
remained stable. The largest decline in current
alcohol use was found in Greenland (10 percentage
points) and the largest increase in Portugal (5
percentage points).
20% of 15-year-olds had been drunk twice or more
in their lifetime and 15% had been drunk in the
last 30 days. Drunkenness was higher among boys
than girls in all age groups. The only exception was
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United Kingdom (Wales), where girls had a higher
prevalence of drunkenness both in their lifetime
and the last 30 days.
The prevalence of drunkenness varied greatly
across countries/regions. Prevalence at ages 11
and 13 generally was low, with highest levels in
Bulgaria and Georgia. Among 15-year-olds, the
proportion of adolescents who had been drunk
two or more times in their lifetime ranged from 1%
of girls in Kazakhstan to 47% of boys in Denmark.
For drunkenness in the last 30 days, prevalence
ranged from 1% of girls in Kazakhstan to 36% of
boys in Denmark. The prevalence of recent and
lifetime drunkenness increased steeply with age
in both genders in almost all countries/regions.
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Adolescents from higher-affluence families were
more likely to report having been drunk twice or
more times in their lifetime in a third of countries/
regions for boys and fewer than a quarter for girls.
Similarly, high-affluence adolescents reported
higher levels of recent drunkenness in a minority
of countries/regions. Iceland was the only country
with the opposite pattern in lifetime drunkenness,
with higher levels among low-affluence boys. The
overall prevalence of lifetime drunkenness has
remained relatively stable since 2014. At age 15,
however, rates of lifetime drunkenness declined in
around a third of countries/regions.
apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/hand
le/10665/332091/9789289055000-eng.pdf

AFL rivals unite in DrinkWise moderation campaign

In support of its partnership with the AFL,
DrinkWise launched a TV campaign reminding
Australians to stay strong, healthy and to drink in
moderation.
The TVC featured the unlikely pairing of
Richmond Premiership captain Trent Cotchin and
Collingwood coach Nathan Buckley, who unite to
describe the nation’s feeling of being “benched”.
DrinkWise CEO Simon Strahan said: “In sport, no
one likes spending time on the bench and it might
feel like we’ve all been in that situation lately, but
we need to stay positive and stay healthy, which

means continuing to look out for one another,
exercising and, if drinking, doing it in moderation.
“While the AFL is returning to training and other
restrictions are easing, it’s unlikely things will
go back to normal any time soon, so we want
to ensure if people are stressed or anxious that
they’re not tempted to turn to alcohol as a coping
mechanism, but to seek help and support”.
Cotchin, a father-of-three, says the coronavirus
has created its own challenges, especially as a
parent supervising home schooling. He is urging
the community to continue to support each other.
“I like to say a problem shared is a problem halved
and the more we can share with each other, the
stronger we will be as a community and come out
the other side better for it,” he said. And when it
comes to drinking, he says “it’s about finding a
healthy balance.”
The “Benched” campaign ran across TV, radio and
social media until early June.

Alcohol education & awareness guide for US college students
EduMed.org is an online platform that provides
students in the US with expert-driven information
about education, training, and financial aid
opportunities in healthcare and medical support.
The platform now has a Student’s Guide to Drinking
Responsibly in College, with 10 Tips for Staying
Smart at Parties/Bars and Getting Home Safely
as well as information on the potential harms of
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alcohol consumption and the signs of problematic
alcohol use.
edumed.org/resources/student- guide -to drinking-responsibly/
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US State alcohol-impaired-driving estimates
In the United States, the latest state alcoholimpaired-driving estimates based on 2018 data
were published by the NHTSA in June.
• Of the 36,560 traffic fatalities in 2018, there
were an estimated 10,511 people (29%) killed in
alcohol-impaired-driving crashes where at least
one driver had a BAC of .08 g/dL or higher. The
highest percentages were in Montana (43%),
Texas (40%), Puerto Rico (40%), and Connecticut
(39%).
• Of the 51,490 drivers involved in fatal crashes
in 2018, there were an estimated 10,011 (19%)
who were alcohol-impaired. The percentages
of alcohol-impaired drivers involved in fatal
crashes ranged from 12% (Kentucky) to 34%
(Montana).
• Based on BAC test results of the 51,490 drivers
involved in fatal crashes in 2018, there were
21,420 (42%) who had known BAC test results.
The percentages of drivers with known BAC test

results by total drivers involved by State ranged
from 27% (Kansas) to 83% (South Dakota).
• BAC test results were known for 65% of drivers
who were killed compared to only 23% of
surviving drivers in fatal crashes in 2018.
• The State alcohol-impaired-driving fatality rate
per 100 million vehicle miles travelled (VMT)
in 2018 ranged from a low of 0.16 (New Jersey)
to a high of 0.62 (Montana), compared to the
national average of 0.32. Puerto Rico had the
highest fatality rate of 0.82 but was not included
in the national average computation.
• In 2009, alcohol impaired crash fatalities
accounted for 32% of all traffic fatalities, but in
2018 this decreased to 29%.
• In 2018, Montana (43%), Texas (40%), Puerto Rico
(40%), and Connecticut (39%) had the highest
alcohol- impaired-driving fatality percentages.
crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/
ViewPublication/812917

Global study finds broad support for alcohol warning labels
An Australian study that investigated the levels of
support for various alcohol control policies across
seven countries has found broad support for the
proposition that alcohol products should carry
pregnancy health warnings.
The findings - that 68% of Australians and 67% of
New Zealanders surveyed are in favour - come at
a critical time, with Australian and New Zealand
Health and Food Ministers to vote in July on
recommendations by independent authority
Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) to
introduce long-awaited alcohol warning labels.
Conducted by The George Institute for Global
Health, the study measured the level of support
for 14 alcohol control initiatives relating to a
range of issues including alcohol labelling,
pricing and promotion across seven countries
– Australia, Canada, China, India, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom and the United States. The
research formed part of a larger study examining
attitudes and behaviours relevant to health policy.
A minimum of 1,000 adults from each country
completed an online survey.
While previous research on public attitudes to
alcohol policies has examined attitudes in higherincome countries, this is one of few studies to
also examine support for such policies in China
www.alcoholinmoderation.com

and India - two highly populous countries
experiencing rapid economic growth and rising
per capita alcohol consumption.
Across all policies, support was generally higher in
India (80-86%) and China (57-85%), and lower in
the United States (33-72%) and Canada (35-68%).
Support was highest for labelling requirements,
in particular pregnancy warnings (67-85%) and
standard drink quantity information (63-83%).
Professor Simone Pettigrew, Programme Head,
Food Policy at The George Institute and study
co-author said the high level of public support
for alcohol control initiatives was helpful in
giving governments an impetus to introduce
appropriate and effective public health measures.
“More broadly speaking, I would hope that
these findings can act as a conversation-starter
with policymakers. Of most significance for
policymakers is the strong alignment between
the alcohol policy measures proven to be most
effective and the preferences of Australians
and the respondents surveyed in the other six
countries,” she said.
Source: Public support for alcohol control initiatives
across seven countries. M Roos Dekker, A Jones, P K.
Maulik, S Pettigrew. International Journal of Drug Policy,
August 2020 doi.org/10.1016/j.drugpo.2020.102807
www.drinkingandyou.com
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AIM – Alcohol in Moderation was founded in 1991 as an independent not for profit organisation
whose role is to communicate “The Responsible Drinking Message” and to summarise and log relevant
research, legislation, policy and campaigns regarding alcohol, health, social and policy issues.

AIM Mission Statement
• To work internationally to disseminate accurate social, scientific and medical research concerning responsible and
moderate drinking
• To strive to ensure that alcohol is consumed responsibly and in moderation
• To encourage informed and balanced debate on alcohol, health and social issues
• To communicate and publicise relevant medical and scientific research in a clear and concise format, contributed to
by AIM’s Council of 20 Professors and Specialists
• To publish information via www.alcoholinmoderation.com on moderate drinking and health, social and policy issues
– comprehensively indexed and fully searchable without charge
• To educate consumers on responsible drinking and related health issues via www.drinkingandyou.com and
publications, based on national government guidelines enabling consumers to make informed choices regarding
drinking
• To inform and educate those working in the beverage alcohol industry regarding the responsible production,
marketing, sale and promotion of alcohol
• To distribute AIM Digest Online without charge to policy makers, legislators and researchers involved in alcohol
issues
• To direct enquiries towards full, peer reviewed or referenced sources of information and statistics where possible
• To work with organisations, charities, companies and associations to create programmes, materials and policies built
around the responsible consumption of alcohol.
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